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ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
SANTA FE, N. M., TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1901.

VOL. 37
CHILDREN

MILITARY

6DRNED

The President Today Sent to the
Senate Many Important Army

The John Marshall

TO DEATH,

PROMOTIONS

MRS, NATION

The Fiendish Work of Tramps in British
Columbia Besults in Two Fatalities and
the Destruction of Farm Buildings,

NO. 297
AN IMPORTANT

ON A RAMPAGE

Centenary.

She Issued a Proclamation to the School
Children of Topeka Inciting Them to
Deeds of Violenoe and Riot,

LEGISLATIVE

CABINET SESSION.

PROCEEDINGS.

In the legislative council this morning Mr. Cruickshank, from the committee on finance, favorably reported counA HOLOCAUST IN A HEW YORK TOWN.
cil bill No. 14, to amend section 8, chapNominations.
A
Celebration of the Event by the Supreme Cuurt IS ARRESTED AND HELD WITHOUT BAIL
ter 22, 'session acts of 1899, on tax exNew Westminster, B. C, February 5.
emptions, and council bill No. 27, relatMexico
Hall
Association
New
Bar
of
in
of
and
TELLER AFTER INFORMATION.
to a geological survey of New Mex- -'
Topeka, Kan., February 5 Mrs. Na
AJire supposed to have been started
GOOD QUARTERS ing
Hon, rose at 4:30, and soon afterward SOLDIERS IN
ico. The committee recommended that
New
of
Last
the
by tramps destroyed the residence and
Capitol
Representatives
Evening
h
started out on a tour of
h
of a mill
and not
He Wants, the Secretary of War to Tell the farm buildings of Guy Whiteside, of
be levied on the taxable property of the
ing. Accompanied by Mrs. J. P. White
and burned to death hia two
Members
Guests
Honor.
of
Tynehead,
ConLegislative
of
The
Session
of
Extra
an
atshe
Question
Senate About the Deportation of George
and Miss Madeline Southard,
children, who were asleep when the
territory to meet the expenditure called
T. Eioe, the Editor of a
for In the latter bill. These measures,
tempted to enter a place at 630 Kansas
flames broke out. Whiteside rescued his
gress in Abeyance The Passing of the
el- in
of
the
and
to
well
centennial
chosen
The
evening
tappy
anniversary
avenue. A man on duty managed
wife with difficulty, and the two made
together with Mr. Burns' council bill
Bill May
fiebel Sheet.
Spooner
Philippine
tences.
e
of
The
to
wa
Marshall
of John
Virginia
principal oration
disarm Mrs. Nation and bolt the door
No. 28, on public roads, went to the
a frantic effort to save the children, but
Avoid
It.
chief justiceship of the United Iivered by Hon. Frank Springer, of Las before any of the party could enter,
were driven back by the smoke. A posse
president's table. Bills introduced, read
..
SENATE,
able and Mrs. Nation said her friends caught
of farmers is scouring the country, for Statesone of the most notable events, Vegas, in his characteristic,
by title, ordered translated and printed
in the light of history, that has ever entertaining manner. He spoke In
nor
Washington, February 5. The senate the supposed incendliajrles.
hold of her arms and prevented
5. The cabi
and referred ware: By Mr. Hughes,
February
Washington,
In the world of jurisprudence ty minutes. His pleasing nwineroi di- - from
met at 11 o'clock. Mr, Chandler of New
in through the window. The net
SURE.
of the council bill No. 38, to amend section 15.
HOTEL
A
going
discussed
the
question
was celebrated with mu oh. dignity in livery his logic and reasoning as he next place visited was "The Senate,
Hampshire presented the credentials of
number of troops to be left in China. chapter 22, session 'acts'of 1899, relating-tBinhamtom, W. Y., February 5. Two
e The women entered' without resistance,
his successor, Henry E. Burnham. The persons perislied and three were fatally the hail of representatives last night, traced the history of the American
tha publication of delinquent tax
The tentative conclusion was reached
ausMessrs.
were
held
under
the
Spoom.
exercises
and
s
Mrs.
chair appointed
the enduring interpreta-pieeHanna,
stitutioji
but a colored man quickly seized
de
toi the fire which totally
not to augment or decrease the force lists, referred to committee on JudiInjured
of
Hon
members'
Arkansas
the
9ld
of
It
of the supreme court and
at the hands of the
bar
er
.Tl'ws
given
Nation took her hatchet away. In the now there. Comfortable quarters for ciary; council bill No. 39, by Mr.
stroyed the Exposition hotel early this
of New Mexico. A large ber judicial genius of the nineteenth scuffle Mrs. Nation was struck on the
, the joint committee on inauguration.
Dead: Harry Severson, aged
morning.
'
troops are now being prepared, and un Hughes, providing for additional notice
as
and Messrs. Chandler and Caffery
Sid Holland, 39, horse and fashionable audience was in at- century elicited the greatest attention right temple by the hatchet, but the less conditions change, the present to
30, musician;
by publication, comtellers of the vote for president and man.
tendance, many appearing in evening and frequent applause.
blow did not disable her. She seized the force will remain
racmittee on printing; council bill Nok 40,
Tom
the
winter.
uook,
injured:
.Fatally
during
Hon. James S. Fielder, of Silver City, hatchet carried by Mrs. White, turned
costume. The members of the legisla- vice president wihem the electoral vote
The question of an extra session is in by Mr. Navarro, amending sections 2
ing man; John Rego.n, Dora Darrow.
ds counted.
tive council and house were present as who had been designated to represent over two large slot machines, and
As the hotel was situated quite a dis
abeyance, but an opinion is expressed and 11, chapter 66, session acts of 1899,
Through the secretary of state the tance from the center of the cl'tyk the special guests of the occasion. The ex- - the legislative council as one of the smashed the glass in front of each. She that In tre event of congress passing on the selection and qualification of JurLord
y
8
from
received
of
at
orators
was
senate
to
commenced
the
,
soon made a wreck of a large refriger- the
unable
promptly
evening,
flames gained great headway before the ercises
bill an extra ors, Judiciary committee.
Spoc
Pauncefote, the British ambassador, an arrival of' the firemen. There were o clock, Chief justice William J. Mills oe present, naving been ill for some ator, and after that turned her atten session
Council bill No. 11, authorizing the
be
With the
avoided.
may
the
acknowledgment of the receipt of
in the build presiding. The first cavalry band dls- - days. He sent a letter of regret, and tion to the liquor and fixtures behind Spooner bill unacted upon by this con opening of a street on the south side of
about twenty-fiv- e
persons
(senate's resolution upon the death of ing. A number leaped from the win coursed patriotic airs at the beginning Col. J. Francisco Chaves was in Mr. the bar. The senate saloon, which was
gress, it is believed an extra session will the capltol grounds, was favorably reWhen Fielder's stead called upon by the
Queen Victoria,
wrecked, was one of the handsomest in be called.
ported by Mr. Navarro from the comsome of those- were hurt. The and throughout the evening.
and
dows,
was played the large audi- - siding officer for an address. That
The proigtm arranged for the senate
the city. Proba'bly $1,500 worth of prop
mittee on capltol.
loss is $10,000.
the
session
of
cabinet
the
the
monetary
During
arcs to its feet. The stately hall, tleman, ever at home on the rostrum, erty was destroyed.
is to continue the consideration
Council bill No. 13, attaching the
nominations
officers
of
of
the
general
A 830,000 FIRE.
with its myriads of electric lights, responded with a few felicitous re-- At the police station Mrs. Nation was
of the District of Columbia appropria
were counties of Grant and Sierra to the dissent to the senate y
army
to
A
5.
fire
the
in
Feb.
Its
and
tion bill, and upon
Boston, Mass.,
completion
gracefully draped flags
artistically marks, speaking to the subject of the booked p.3 a "joint smasher," and the discussed. An unusual course was pur trict of Do,na Ana and Otero counties
the First National bank set flowers, never looked so ibeaut-ifultake up the mllllt'aTy academy appro upper story-oothers were released. Her case was sued
evening's exercises, and not forgettl-niby the president with respect to for district attorney purposes, was recaused
street
on
State
damage
and the scene about the rostrum was to remark the inspiring presence of the continued until Thursday without bond, the nomination
priatioii bill. It Is believed that both building
of Miles to 'be lieuten ported by Mr. Spiess from the commitof
The
wife
of
this
830,000
morning.
and inspiring, appealing to ladles.
of these measures will pass without
the charge preferred being that of "in- ant
The
and a 7 year old imposing
Goldthwalte
Janitor
general.
question of making tee on judiciary, recommending its pasmuch debate. It is then the intention child were removed by firemen from the just pride of citizens of New Mexl- Hon. B. M. Read made a brief but ex-c- o stituting a riot." . The case against the
was submitted to the sage with an amendment' stipulating
nomination
and eliciting eneoniums from straw- - cellent speech as the representative of Mrs. Nation for attempting to smash cabinet and a
to take up the bill for reducing the war rooms in the bank building In an un
that the salary to be paid by the terri
revenue taxes. In which event the ship conscious condition and taken to a hos gers and
the legislative house,, being cordially the Unique .saloon on Monday afternoon In favor of ballot taken. NoIt resulted
detailed tory shall not be in excess of the
nominating.
to
biill
will
not
On
reached
until
woman
is
said
be
the
Nait
of
whore
the right
the presiding chief greeted and frequently Interrupted by was dismissed this morning. Mrs.
may
ping
amount now paid the district attorney
pital,
statement of the vote is obtainable.
die.
morrow.
issued the following proclajustice sat Col. J. Francisco Chaves, applause, and he in turn was followed tion
in the district of Dona Ana and Otero
Mr. Teller called up and spoke on his
president of the council; on the left by Eugene A. Fiske, Esq., president of mation to the school children of Topecounties. The amendment was adopted.
ROOSEVELT'S PLANS.
BOUND
FOR
COLORADO,
resolution calling upon the secretary of
Hon. B. M. Read, speaker of the house, the New Mexico Bar Association, ka:
Mr. Fielder offered an amendment to
iwar for Information concerning the re"My precious little children I send He and Mrs. Eoosevelt Will 60 to Wash change the title of the bill so that it
ports of the deportation of George T, A. Oousin of Theodore Boosevelt Arrives
you greeting, and a?k you to, help me
sTiould apply to all district attorneys,
ington Two Days Before the
Itice, editor of a Manila newspaper, to
and another providing
destroy that which is on the streets and
that there
Inauguration.
From France on a Hunting Trip.
the United States by the general in
should be one district attorney for each
protected by the police and city offNew York, February 5. Vice Presi
5.
the
in
the
of
American
(New
the
forces
Among
I
icials to destroy you. my darlings.
February
charge
anil Mrs. Theodore Roose judicial district. In. a speech Mr. Field
want every one of you little ones to.
Philippine islands. He read the press 'passenger's on the French liner La. Bre- er opposed the bill as It stood. Mr.
to, Washington on March
velt
will
go
was
reports concerning Rice's case, saying agne, which just arrived here,
grab up a rock and Smash the glass 2, and
Spiess defended It, saying the plan to
will
their
be
there
Presideduring
stay
he did not wonder that Rice was def- Andreas Roosevelt, cousin of Vice
door? and winlows of these hell holes.
of Mrs. Roosevelt's brother- - make the districts for district attorneys
Theodore Roosevelt, who Is
You will do your duty, enroll your the guests
iant, knowing that (there was no laiw nt-elect
with the present judicial
and
Commander and Mrs.
name? on the pages of undying fame, Cowles. Onsister,
justifying his expulsion. Mr. Teller said bound on a shooting expedition to Col
was excellent, but Impractica
districts
the
their
of
arri
evening
he did not know whether Rice's paper orado. He has lived in France for
and place yourself on 'the side of God
val they will be the guests of honor at ble, and he cited San Miguel as a coun
toad been 'suppressed, but he has been years.
and 'humanity. Your loving friend,
the dinner to be given by Senator De- - ty which had more business than the
credibly informed that four newspapers
''CARRIE NATION."
four counties of Grant, Sierra, Dona
THE FIGHT ON TAMMANY
pew.
ihave been suppressed In Luzon by the
A colored porter fired his revolver to
Ana and Otero. Those were small coun
military authorities. Mr. Teller spoke
frighten tjie crusader3 and attract the
A Will Contest.
ties, he said, and it was to. the benefit
of the proceeding as one of Importance k
attention of Policeman Graham, who
New York, Feb. 5. Formal notice of of the public service to consolidate
to Be Held to Consider Plans
Meeting
to all, for Rice was a citizen of the
escorted Mrs. Nation to the police sta a contest on the will of the lato Chas. them for district attorney purposes.
For the Mayoralty Campaign. .
United States, and the offense 'against
tion. Here she and her little band of II. Hoyt, playwright, was filod with the Mr. Fielder's amendments
lost by
5
Invitations
New York, Fefbruary
him was against every citizen of this
followers had a short praise service, surrogate today by Joseph U. Knyt, and a vote of 6 to 6. Mr. Hughes moved to
all
of
to
leaders
issued
the
been
have
Mr.
Teller's
was
In.
resolution
a,
country,
Jill jtt. ween, cousins ot Mr. rlovt.
strike out the enacting clause of the
and, lec,tui'd,.t'hose
charge.
political organisation's desj'ring to. take
agreed to.
measure lost, 7 to 5. Mr. Hinkle offered
A PRIZEFIGHT
OR
BOXING
The
CONTEST?
Sold.
in
campaign
the
Cooney
part
Group
"The District of Columbia appropriaan amendment, which Mr. Spiess secfor the mayoralty this fall to meet on
The Cooney group of mines, in the
Hon bill was then Itaken up.
onded, providing that the district of
Is
call
A
The
Absorbby
has
Battle
this
Socorro
signed
to
Determine
everiirog.
Mog'ollon district,
county,
HOUSE.
Friday
Legal
Grant, Dona Ana, Sierra and Otero
late
solid
of
been
the
followers
Henry
by Capt. Michael Cooney to counties 'be deemed a new district, the
Washington, February 5. The house many,
ing Question.
the
to
is
have
he Silver Bar Copper Mining Company district
but the plan
went into committee of the whole and
Cincinnati, O., Feb! 5. The legal batattorney for which shall be apmembers of all organizations wishing
tle to determine whether tli proposed for $46,000.
resumed the consideration of the
as new provided by law. Adoptpointed
fistic encounter between Jeffries and
he defeat of the Tammany, candidate
bill. The debate
appropriation
ed. On the final passage of the bill the
Iiuhlln, which Is set for February 15 in
was interrupted to permit the house to for mayor.
vote was 9 to 3, Messrs. Cruickshank,
Santa Fe Reduced Rates.
the
Saengcrfost hal , is a prize fight obact upon the senate amendment to
Fielder and Hughes in the negative.
THE VICTIMS OF DEATH
noxious to the laws of Ohio or a boxing
joint resolution for the appointment of
IN THE HOUSE.
contest which Is permitted by the staa joint committee to arrange the protutes began today before Judge Holllster
'House bill No. 29, authorizing sheriffs
now
Reduced
arc
to
rates
in
effect
the
In the common pleas court. The action
gram for the inauguration of the pres- Justice Robert Todd and Captain Bus 11
winter resorts on the Santa to appoint deputies In cerrJaln cases,
is for an injunction restraining Jeffries following
ident and vice president. The senate
was the special order in the house this
Succumb.
Fe
Route:
Blakeley
and llnhllii from engaging In the contust
struck out "and vice president!" and
morning, and was debated pro and con
SAN
FRANCISCO
ISt. Paul, . February 5. Capt. Russell
proposed.
the house agreed fo the amendment.
And return, $66.90; return limit, six for three hours. An amendment was
Blakelev died of pneumonia. He was
The speaker announced the appointA FIGHT" ON THE SLY.
or
one
was
S6 years
the
He
months; stop-ovof age.
privileges in both finally adopted providing that such spe
ment of Representatives' Cannon 'of Ilcial deputies shall be legally qualified
directions.
cf
the
Mississippi
packet
upper
pioneers
Melinois, Dalzell of Pennsylvania and
voters in the counties wherein they are
LOS ANGELES AND SAN DIEGO
The
Contest Pulled Off
business.
Rae of Arkansas as members of the
'
And return, $56.90; return limit, six called to serve, and the measure was
ROBERT TODD.
in
JUSTICE
Illinois,
Today
committee on 'behalf of the house. Mr.
months; stop-ovprivileges in both then passed by a vote of 19 to 3.
New York, February 5. Robert Todd,
n
Elgin, 111., Feb. 5. The
Griggs of Georgia, member of the
(House bill No. 71, authorizing the su
directions.
court
the
of
supreme
lielvidere
at
justice
prize fight, prohibited
committee, then took the floor formerly
court .to fix the terms of the supreme
MEXICO
OF
CITT
HON. FRANK SPRINGER,
off
was
of Louisiana, died' last night at the
at
Governor
Yates,
pulled
by
with a set speech against 'the organiS. B. Dan
Gilberts, Kane county, early toeay. A And return, $67.70; return limit nine preme and district courts was favor
Marshall Day Orator, Member of the Council of the 34 Legislative Assembly.
zation of the various classes of govern- home of his daughter, Mrs.
privileges In both di- ably reported, Oaken up and passed.
special train with 500 on board reached months; stop-ovBrooklyn.
ment employes with the object of In- iels, ofPROF.
Mr. Sanchez of Valencia offered a
SALISBURY. ,
the- speaker's whose analysis of 'the character and that little village soon after midnight rections.
E.
E.
side
of
either
Flanking
and adjourned to a hall where a ring
creasing their salaries 'and In some New Haven, Conn.,' February 5- .- desk toward
joint resolution providing for the payPHOENIX, ARIZ.,
Associate
sat
front
Marshall
work9
John
of
Cnjef
was formed, and the fight commenced. And
justce
cases creating a civil pension list. He
return, $46.25; return limit, six ment to the Sisters of Charity of St.
Prof. Edward Eld'ridge Salisbury, a Justices McFie, Parker and McMillan elicited the
Croake was
deepest Interest and atten-o- n There was no interference.
argued that the government employes quarter of a century
transit limit, fifteen days in Vincent hospital and the Territorial Or
months;
an
Hon.
Frank
the
ago
Springer,
authority
round
In
13th
right;
out
knocked
the
are better paid than similar employes on
each direction.
phans' Home, a deficiency due for the
E. L. Eustis and E. A. Fiske, Esq., tJon- TJlfe addresses 'are printed In full
Rev.
and
Sanskrit
philology
comparative
in private life, and there was no justice
fiscal years
LAS VEGAS HOT SPRINGS
and 9, which
ay
EMPEROR AND ACTRESS.
in his ori the left. Back of all were draped the In another part of this paper.
in their persistent demands for higher at Yale college,, died
And return, $5; return limit, ninety amount, as shown by the books of the
During the evening Chief Justice
year.
flags, .and about the rostrum was more
salaries.
color in the shape of red and white car- - MilHs announced the receipt of a tele- - Trancis Joseph of Austria is About to days; continuous passage in each direc territorial auditor, aggregates $11,672.50.
(PRESIDENTIAL NOMINATIONS.
After the house had declined by a vote
tion.
A STRIKE ANNIVERSARY.
n'a'ti'ons, American
beauty roses and gram of greeting to the bench and bar
Marry Fran Schratt.
of 15 to 8 to suspend the rules to take
(Washington February v6. The presiHUDSON HOT SPRINGS
of New Mexico from Mr. Adolph Moses,
amd graceful festoons of smil-ax5. A dispatch
New
long
York,
February
sent the following nomlnar
dent y
the whole under the bright glare of cWalrihan of the associated Marshall to the World from Paris says: The Ste- And return, $18.20; return limit thirty up the resolution for adoption, it was
tioms to the senate: Army To be
The Immense Loss Caused by the Building
continuous passage in each direc referred to the finance committee, with
electricity combining to form a picture memorial exercises in progress in Chi- - ele prints a long article regarding the days;
tenant general, Maj. Gen, Nelson A.
Instructions to report back uponas soon
Trades' Walk Out in Ohicago.
of rich 'Color and brilliancy.
cago, and he read the same, together alleged impending marriage of Emperor tion.
Miles. To be major generals: Brig.
For particulars call on or write to as possible. Adjourned to 9 a. m. toy
ia the
Chicago, February 5.
Rev. E. L. Eustis opened the exer- - with the cordial response he had wired, Francis Joseph to Frau Schratt, for
Gen. Samuel B. Young, United States
Fe Route.
morrow.
anniversary of the calling of the big dlses with a fervent invocation. Then which met with popular approval and merly of ithe Burg theater. It is well any agent of thoH.Santa.
S. LUTZ, Agent,
army; Ool. Adna R. Chaffee, 8th cavalIn the Chicago building trades. It Chief Justice .Mills arose amidst a burst loud applause. Then Judge A. fL. Mor- - known the relatione between Frau
trite
ry, United States army (major general
Santa Fe, N. M.
Legislative Pointers.
believed by . contractors, architects of applause and addressed the audi- - rison arose In the audience and moved Schratt and the imperial family have a
United States volunteers); Brig. Gen. and'owners
The name of Mr. Gutierrez of Berna
the final set ence i the subject of the evening, one a vote of thanks to the bench and bar long time been very affectionate. She W. J. BLACK. G. P. A , Topeka, Kan.
that,
although
Arthur MacArthur,
United
States tlement of agreements has mot been which must have been very near his for the splendid entertainment of 'the visited Rome
lillo has been added to the committee
recently, accompanied by
army (major general United States vol- - reached with a, number of trades, the heart, for he never appeared
on irrigation In the house.
in better evening. This was given with a hearty the Countess Detrani, sister of the late
caused
are
Fatal
experidelays
by
to
be
unteers). Colonels,
brigadier gen blight of the past year will be raised at form and voice. The chief Justice makes "aye" from the audience, and the gath- Representative Carl A. Dalies, of Va
empress. It was said that the pope, menting with cough and cOld cures. Focrate: John C. Bates, 2d Infantry,
a
anl
of the coming building sea a very graceful presiding officer, and at ering dispersed as the. band struck up yielding to diplomatic 'representations,
the
and Tar will prevent a cold lencia, is proving
Honey
ley's
ed States army (major general United son. opening
efficient member. He is gaining legistne strike, 3u,uoo men or tne the conclusion cf his own address he "Yankee Doodle" and rounded off with gnamted Frau Schratt's prayer to an from
By
Pneumonia.
Fischer
in
States volunteers); Col. Lloyd .Wheait- - building
lative experience rapidly, and is doing
'' nul her former marriage with Baron Drug resulting
industry were kept out of em Introduced' the other speakers of the "Dixie."
Co.
.on, 7th Infantry, United. States army ployment, and 20,000 in the trades of
good wherever he can.
Em
with
her
and
that
Kisch,
marriage
(major general United! States volun- manufacturing 'building 'material. It is
The thirty-foiurt- h
legislative assemwill
follow
immc
Francis
peror
Joseph
teers); George W. Davis,. 23d infantry estimated that $50,000,000 in contracts
is
showing
good
judgment In recbly
a
Follow
Tour
California.
in
Fads
Is
said
the emperor signeddiately. It
THE GERMAN EMPEROR LEAYES
(brigadier general, United States vo- for buildings and plans in architects'
BOERS AND PORTUGUESE.
V
ognizing the newspapers of the territo the rank of Counther
brevet
raising
Theodore
lunteers);
Golf, tennis, polo, bicycling, fishing, tory. The decent and respectable paSehwan, assistant offices were held up for a year by the
u
ess von Hochst'enberg.
' '
adjutant general, United States army trouble.
shooting, photographing, sailing, moun pers in New Mexico do much toward
An Attack Upon Lorenzo Marques by the
HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSIONS.
A Warm Welcome Given Him Everywhere
tain climbing, sea bathing.
(brigadier general United States volunshaping public opinion, and it is good
Burghers Threatened.
MARKET REPORT.
Outdoor sports in this captivating policy to recognize this fact.
Another series of homeseekers' excurteers) ; Samuel S. .Sumner, 6th cavalry,
in England.
5.
is
It
reported
United States army; Leonard Wood,
London, February
sions has been arranged for, and all climate are uninterrupted by winter
Councilman J. F. Hinkle is satisfied.
Chicago, February 5. Wheat (Febru that the Boers
commanded by Blake
assistant surgeon. United States army ary,
London, February 5. Emperor Wil- agents In Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kan- weather.
bill allowing the Issuance of bonds
His
IMay, 74c. Com Febru are
72c;
threatening Lorenzo Marques, that liam and King Edward arrived in Lon- sas and Nebraska are authorized to sell Exhibition golf games at Californ'n to the (amount of $25,000 in aid of the
(major general United States volun- - ary, 37c; May, 39c. Oats February,
Portugal requested British assistance, don at 1:15 p. m. from Windsor, drove tickets to points In New Mexico and resorts by David Bell and Willie Smith, New Mexico Mililtary Collega passed
teers); Rolbert H. Hall, 4th Infantry, 24c; May, 25c.
and a Brit-krhsquadron has been or tot Marlborough house, followed by Arizona, on all railroads, at one fare United States open champions.
United States army (brigadier general
STOCK.
both houses yesterday by a unanimous
dered to Lorenzo Marques, No official their suites. Emperor William every- plus $2 for the round trip, dates of sale
United Staltes, "Volunteers); Robert P.
Take the CALIFORNIA LIMITED vote. A great compliment that to a
6.
Cattle confirmation Is obtainable. The Blake
'Kansas City, Mo., February
Hughes,
Inspector
United
where received a warm welcome and January 1 and 15, February 5 and 19, via SANTA FE ROUTE.
general
Democratic member by a strongly ReReceipts, 9,000 head; steady; native referred to In the dispatch Is probably exhibited
States army (brigadier general United
Ask for Illustrated pamphlets.
March 5 and 19, April 2 and 16. Tickets
every sign of pleasure.
publican legislatlive assembly. It pays
Texas
steers1, $3.754.75; John Y. Fillmore Blake, who is in comsteers,
$45.50;
States volunteers); George M. Randall, Texas cowsv
EMPEROR WILLIAM HOMEWARD will be good for return passage twenty-on- e The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe H y, to be decent and honest In politics; Mr.
cows
and
native
$2.503.30;
mand of a regiment of Irish and Amer
8trt Infantry United States army (brigBOUND.
days from date of sale. For particHinkle's case is one in point.
adier general United! States volun- heifers, $2.364.00; stockersand feeders, ican rough riders in the service of the London, February 5. After luncheon ulars call on amy agent of the Santa Fe
Representative
Trujillo has intro
to
California
Clubs
Your
Golf
sCalve$2.754.05.
404.60;
bulls,
Carry
Transvaal. Blake, who Is an ord West their majesties left Marlborough house. Route.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
teers). Also, Maj. William A. Kobbe,
duced a bill for the location of the In
350 head; steady at $45.20.
Don't give up golf in winter. Folio
3d artillery, United States army (brig- Receipts,
N. M.
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To
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United States volunteers;
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Paul 6.05 p. m. and Minneapolis 6.15 p.
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A Tentative Conclusion Not to In
crease the Nnmber of American
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Sania Fe New mexican

WORDS OF JUSTIPRAISE.

been convinced that Governor Otero
has administered nisi trust well and
that the people of New Mexico almost
unanimously desire to see him

Appreciation Shown of the Work of the
Bureau of Immigration on Behalf of

PRINTING COMPANY

THE NEW MEXICAN

New Mexico.
Send a Delegation to Washington.

matter at
Entered as Second-Clas- s
the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
t .26
ally, per week, by carrier
1.0
Daily, per month, by carrier
1.0
Dal!;', per month, by mail
. 2.00
Daily, three months, by mail
4.00
mail
taily, six months, by
7.60
mail
one
by
year,
Laily,
26
Weekly, per month
76
.
Weekly, per quarter
100
Weekly, six months
2.00
Weekly, per year

(San Maroi'al Bee.)
Colonel Frost, secretary of the Ne
Mexico Bureau of Immigration, has fa

The legislature coming direct from
the people, elected upon platforms
which express themselves In favor of
statehood, shquld address a suitable
memorial to congress setting forth
clearly and succinctly the reasons why
New Mexico is entitled to statehood. It
should then, pass an appropriation to
pay the expenses of a committee to go
to Washington during the next session
of congress to present that memorial
and to work for statehood. It should
authorize Governor Otero to appoint
commission, as he
The New Mexican ia the oldest news- such a
in his message. The time
paper in New Mexico. It is sent to ev- has suggested
movement. Stateery postofflce in the territory, and has a is opportune for the
It needs but
within
seems
hood
grasp;
among
circulation
and
growing
large
a supreme effort at this time to reach
of
and
people
progressive
;he intelligent
oiut for it. Governor Otero has worked
he southwest.
faithfully thus far with this object in
view, and now is the time to demonTUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5.
strate to New Mexico's1 friends at
Washington that all of the territory is
in back of Governor Otero in his efforts
to secure the boon of statehood for this
commonwealth.

I

The Luna Memorial.

The plan to erect a memorial to the
memory of the late Capt. Maxlmiliano
Luna, who gave his life for the nation
in the wilds of Luzon while serving on
the staff cf the late lamented General
Lawton, should find a ready response
throughout the length and breadth of
the territory. Wherever a man or wom
an is proud of living In New Mexico of
being under the protection of the flag
for which Captain Luna laid down his
life, wherever is admired the spirit of
the New Mexico young man who fought
before Santiago, who served with distinction in the legislative halls of the
territory, whr.se patriotism compelled
him to follow the flag to the Philippines
to help in protecting it from disgrace
and defeat, there should be raised contributions for this noble work of paying
honor to the spirit of patriotism. New
Ciovcrnor or New Mexico Mexico, is proud of Capt. Maxlmiliano
June 7, 1901, to .!mie 7, Luna, and it will not allow his memory
to be forgotten for the lack of a suitor milil Ntutelioori i
able memorial of stone or bronze.
Miguel A. Otero.

V

TV

For

from
1905,
A

The Elephant Butte Dam.

Memorial for Captain Max. Luna.

The New Mexican has started i
movement bo erect a suitable and permanent miemoi-iai- l to the gallant Capt.
Maxi'miliano Luna, New Mexico's pa
triotic son.who gave his life in the wlitU
of Luzon for the nation. All subscrip
Hons will be acknowledged in th?.
columns as soon as received.
$50.0D
D. H. McMillan
10.00
E. L. Bartlett
10.00
T. A. Finical
10.00

Max. Frost
W. H. H. Llewellyn

10.00

..$90.00

Total

The bureau of immigration has sent
of Governor Otero's
nut- 2.000
protect again.- - 'the passage of the
bill. These have been
senator ami member of
m ,tn evs-rcongress to many officials and to leading citizens of the territory. The protest is strong and forceful, and was
filed wiith the senatte coanmiittee on foreign relations at the right time, Texas
senators and .representatives in congress must cease interfering with New
Mexico affairs, rights and prerogative.
The use of the waters of the Rio Grande
unby New Mexico people must be left
restricted as it has been for 800 years.

The water that has passed the mill
will grind no corn, and it ia idle to spec
uiate what might have been had the
Elephant Butte dam been constructed
four or more years ago. It is well, how
ever, to review the causes which have
thus far prevented the building of the
irrigation works which promised
much for the valley of the southern
li'.j Grande. The delays, vexations am
obstructions which the Rio Grande
Land and Irrigation Company has en
countered and their causes are well set
forth in a paper by Dr. Nathan
Boyd, published in this issue of the
New Mexican. That the company has
not given up all idea of storing the flood
waters of the Rio Grande for the pur
pose if reclaiming the fertile acres of
and El Paso valleys is due
to the company's director general, Dr,
Boyd, and the few men who have stood
by him, as well as to the work of Gov
ernor Otero., who has undertaken
fight the. Stephens and Culberson bill
wWich if passed by congress, would fo
all time frustrate any new irrigatio
project in the southern Rio Grande val
ley.

The construction of the Elephan
Butte dam would reclaim hundreds o
thousands of acres of land under a sky
and climate superior to that found any'
where else in the United States,
It
would repeat the miracle of the Peco
valley and of the Salt River valleyyea, of the Nile valley, and would mak
the Mesiilla valley the garden spot
the world. It would bring thousands of
thrifty settlers, and it would double and
triple the wealth of that part of New
Mexico, besides furnishing an incentive
to other parts of the territory to- repea.
the irrigation experiment upon a small
er scale. The Elephant Butte dam
should be built and the people of New
Mexico should do all in their power to
clear the way for the gigantic enter
prise.

vored the Bee with a copy of the re
cently issued brochure of the bureau on
the subject of the climatology and nun
eral springs of New Mexico, It Is
beautifully printed, profusely lllustrat
ed
publication from the press
es of the iNew Mexican Printing Com
pany, and an examination of. the text
proves that It has been prepared with
the greatest care in order to make
bath attractive from a literary at an
ipolnt and absolutely trustworthy as
guide to persons hunting permanen
homes as well as transient health and
pleasure seekers'.
The appalling mortality occasioned
hv diseases of the respiratory organs
the northern, middle and eastern stat
ia .nlparlv nolnlted out. and the general
statement that the climate of this land
nf sunshine and blue skies is bette
adapted to the permanent cure of the
troubles than that of any other sectlo:
of the world, is supported by facts an
figures and authorities that are conclu
sive.
The comparative: meteorological ta
blest nrenared from the latest official
data of the United States weather bu
reau, are Invaluable. No pant of th
territory Is neglected. The descriptions
are vivid, fascinating and faithful. In
the concluding pages, descriptive of the
numerous remarkable groups of hot
and cold mineral springs in the terrl
t'oiry, the position is taken that thes
health shrines, added to the rare ell
matic conditions, simply perfect God'
manifest plan to make New Mexico the
grand natural sanitarium of the world.
Thel wide circulation of this pamphlet
Is certain to do great good,
MINES AND MINERALS OF NEW
,
MEXICO.
An equally valuable and attractive
publication, from the same source and
under the direction of the self-sasecretary- - and brilliant writer, Colonel
Frost, has been added to our library of
reference literature. Its title is the
Mines and Minerals of New Mexico.
and it more than justifies the claim
that. New Mexico is a storehouse of
wealth, and the quotation, "Knock an
it shall be opened unto you."
In size 6x9 inches', of 136 pages, print
ed from pica type of attractive design,
and on heavy paper with an exceeding
ly fine finish, and the imprint of the
New Mexican Printing .Company, the
typographical fealturea of the work
present a. very pleasing introduction
The attractiveness of the book in
creases with the turning of each sue
ceeding page, and the interest of the
reader becomes fixed by the refreshing
g
and convincing style of
the author as he carries your attention
from county to county, district to district, and from camp to camp, end Into
regions! rich in gold, silver, copper, lead,

HON. J. FRANCISCO CHAVES,
President of the Council of the 34th Legislative Assembly, One of the Speakers
at the Marshall Centenary Celebration.
New Mexico is proud of Col. J. Fran- through .many Indian troubles. In 1861
cisco Chaves! It is more than that it he was commissioned major of a volreveres and loves him. It cannot be said unteer regiment by President Lincoln;
that tie Is a typical New Mexican, for in 1862 took part in the battle of
he is too original to be a. type; there
and later on helped to establish
are no others like him; there can be no
others. He is a citizen of the world, and Fort Wingate. In 1865 he was honora-ye- t
an ardent son of New Mexico. For Dly mustered out of the service and
forty years In the public service, turn?a t( his home
a soldier, a cavalier, an orator, a statesIn 1859, while absent fighting the Nav-man, and above all a man, Colonel
haves well deserved the honor of be- - ajo Indians, he was elected to the house
ing for the thirteenth time elected by of representatives in the territorial leg-hconstituents to represent them in islature, taking his .seat in 1860. In 1865
the legislature; and being chosen for he was elected as delegate to congress,
fortieth
the sixth time president of the council and served in the thirty-nintcongresses. In 1875 he
and forty-firby his fellow counoilmen.
was elected a. member of the territorial
Colonel Chaves was born in Los
from Valencia county, and has
council,
1833,
Bernalillo county, June 27,
held that position ever since.
and received his education in the best
schools of the land. In 1841 he went to
He has been 'identified with the Re
tire St. Louis university, where he re- - publican party history in this territory
mained five years; in 1848 he was sent for forty-fou- r
years, and both as a sol- to New York City, where he attended dier and as
legislator has a perma- a private academy; from there he went nenit place in the history of New Mexi- to Fisihkill, N. Y., attending an acade- - co.
my in that place. He finished his eduCol. J. Francisco Chaves fills a place
cation with a two years' course in the
in the hearts of his
College of Physicians and. Surgeons In
New York City. In 1852 he returned to which no one else can fill, and may the
years still to be granted the sturdy old
his home in this territory.
leader of the kingdom of Valencia be
As a soldier, Colonel Chaves served many more. New Mexico needs more
under Kit1 Carson men like Colonel Chaves.
with distinction
Val-verd- e,
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maquaddy bay, from Alaska to Florida,
from Porto Rico to the islands of the
east, wherever an American honors the
stars and stripes apd looks upon this
country as his home.
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commonwealth needs statehood
der to make further progress along all
American
of
the
convention
The first
lines of activity and 'progress. They
Cattle Growers' Association is to be
knew before this that statehood had
asso5.
The
held at Denver on March
liaen promised the territory fifty years
ciation was organized at the meeting
ago; they knew that as far as the numat Salt
of the live stock association
ber of inhabitants, the average of inteli.nkp lasit month, ami every cattle
ligence', the manifestation of patriotism
are concerned, New Mexico is entitled
grower and owner is entitled to mem
to statehood, has a right not only to
bershln. The association is to protec
ask it. from the hands of congress and
and advance the Interests of all cattl
the president, but to demand it. But it
b rower, large and small, and to give
was' the outburst of patriotism during
the cattle industry an organization
of
the days of the Spanish war, followed
its own which will take all action,
fensive or defensive, relative to any in
by the attack on the part of land speculators upon the ancient rights of the
terest peculiar to their industry. The
The Celebration of Marshall Day
mnvoment is a. good one, and should
people of New Mexico to use the wa
there are millions of peopl ters of the Rio Grande within the ter
have the support of every cattleman In
in the United States who know more ritory's boundaries for irrigation pur
the United States.
about the life and the life work of Chi
poses, that awoke the commonwealth to
A single day's mail received by the Justice Marshall than they did a few the full, realization of its helplessness;
as a territory, the injustice of being dewill amply days ago. What is more, they have
Bureau of Immigration
In the
a
nied a voice even in
of
this
the
is
truer
idea
of
bureau
nation,
the
mag'
doing
nobility
that
prove
ninoent work for She territory. Nearly of the essentials which have made thl councils of the nation for which New
every train that crosses into New Mex country the grandest and the greatest Mexico's young men willingly offered
their lives before Santiago and again
ico from the north, from the south, republic in the world.
Probably never before in the history in the Philippines. The pledge of each
from the east or from the west brings
to give statehood
people who have been attracted hither of this nation or any other nation were of the great parties
HON. BENJAMIN M. READ,
Buof a man to the terri tories, the splendid adminissuch
honors
the
out
the
sent
.paid
memory
by
literature
the
by
House
reau of Immigration. But not only is whose principal fame is simply that as tration of Governor Otero and the ap- of
of
the
the 34th Legislative Assembly, One of the Orators
Speaker
New Mexico well advertised by the bu a chief justice of the United States he pt eolation of his work for New Mexico,
of the Marshall Centenary Celebration.
reau, but it is defended when necessary laid the foundation for the proper In all have combined to make the great
from attacks upon its rights or upon terpretation by the courts of the con majority of citizens a unit in being
Hon. Benjamin M. Read, the energet legislative and administrative expert
hopeful for the realization of the pre lc speaker of the house of the thirty-fourt- h ence. In 1885 he .was admitted to the
its fair name, and in a. hundred and stitution of this country. He was
one ways the bureau proves itself the great man otherwise, for he fought in vailing desire for statehood. Unless the
legislative assembly, was born bar, and has been a. successful practl
is faithless to
best investment that the territory ever the revolutionary war; he defended the great Republican party
at Las Cruces forty-fiv- e
years ago, the tinner since then. Three times the1 peo
nation
again son of ai captain in the United States pie of Santa Fe county, by handsome
constitution before the constitutional ts pledges and this great
made.
In
made
assembly of Virginia, which came with forgets the solemn promises It
army, whose grandfather was one of majorities, have sent him to represent
two votes of not ratifying the docu the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, the the
yes
signers of the Declaration of Inde- them In the lower house of the legisla
the
The passage by
legislature
ment; as chief justice he presided at star of New Mexico will have a place
Mr. Read early in life had to ture, in 1893, 1895, and again, this1 year:
terday of a bill authorizing a bond issue the trial of Aaron Burr; he held impor on the starry banner before another pendence. own
hew his
way in the world, for he Mr. Read is an aggressive Republican,
of $25,000 for the erection of new build tant federal positions, all of which year has passed.
was left an orphan in his Infancy by who, for ten years, has Ween vice presi
inga for the New Mexico Military
him a permanent
would have
the death of his father. He attended dent for the territory of the national
at Itoswell is a sign that the place in the given
annals of the nation, but
St. Michael's college at Santa Fe, and" Republican league. He was appointed
legislators are fully imbued with the the greatest service of all was the firm
was a brilliant pupil. He Is remem- - trustee of the deaf and dumb asylum
THE SURVEY IN PROGRESS.
necessity of doing all in their power to stand he took in interpreting the conas one of the finest by Governor Otero. He Is the secretary
bered there
further the cause of education. The bill stitution according to its spirit and its
ever
from the col- - of the board of trustees, and has de
penmen
graduated
is n drafted that no new burden is
letter, an Interpretation accepted .to Dirt Will Soon be Plying on the Santa Fe, tege. After his college years' Mr. Read voted much time and thought to the
in
the
for
the
taxpayer,
imposed upon
this day.
drifted to Colorado, Where he worked advancement of the school, which had
terest on the bond issue, as well as the This celebration is a triumph for the
Albuquerque & Pacific Eailway,
as a railroader on the Union Pacific, be- - been allowed to run down considerably.
ibe
paid eventually by United States; it is more; it is a tri
principal, will
A. W. Kennedy, chief engineer of the ginning as a coal heaver m the railroad Mr. Read is also referee in bankruptcy
the institute from the rental and sale umph for the age which places the vic
of public lands- granted it by tories of peace above those of war. Santa Fe, Albuquerque & Pacific mil yards, and advancing to brakeman and cases for this district, and yet, despite
act of congress. The military institute Equally as necessary to the founding way, is now engaged actively In sur- conductor, all the time using his spare his manifold duties, finds time to look
is doing splendid work, and the legisla and the preservation of this nation as veying the permanent location of the moments for study, especially reading after his extensive private affairs, and
Fe, law. When he returned to New Mexiture .recoenized this by unanimously was the sword
of its warriors, the pen road from Albuquerque to Santa
helping
co he served as private secretary to to give a. cheering word and
necesnew
Al
of
building's
the
out
for
miles
four
Is
providing
of Its patriots who wrote and signed His first camp
hand to ambitious young men and those
Govaa
Governor
of
well
as
to
on
the
crew
are
Giddings,
and
further
his
the
he
carrying
sary for
the Declaration of Independence, and buquerque, where
ernor Sheldon, gaining thus valuable who apply to him in the hour of need,
successful work of the school.
the spirit of its lawmakers who drafted camped. Stakes have been driven from
the constitution of the United States, that city to the first camp. Mr. Ken
to reach Santa Fe in
Governor Otero, has worked faithful- was the work of Its jurists, greatest nedy expects
east
efamong them John Marshall, who gave about a month. The line will go
ly, conscientiously and with telling
through Tijeras1 can
fect for the advancement of every in a logical and firm Interpretation of the from Albuquerque
by San Pedro, thence north
terest, every good cause of New Mexi constitution and the laws which are the on, thence
in the vicinity of Ortls to this
co. That the people appreciate this was foundation of our national existence to passing
city. After locating the line to Santa
shown by them at the November elec- day and of our greatness.
Fe, Mr. Kennedy will start out and loanni
was
the
In
former
a
elected
it
only
legislature
ages
tion, when they
LOUIS
cate the line of connection with the
4
adminlstra-tlonwar
of
of
the
with
versaries
great
great battles,
fully In sympathy
Island extension
Rock
efproposed
of
declaration
frantic
of
the
atlrring prin
riors,
and when, despite the
eastern New Mexico. It is unALL KINDS OF MINERAL WATERS.
forts of the Democrats and a few mal- ciples that were observed by patriotism, through that actual
railway construc- contents in the Republican ranks they but from yesterday on the anniversa derstood commence
soon
as
as
'
will
loiv
arrange
Reries of the silent, though no less po
elected a legislature
The trade supplied from one bottle to a carload. Mail orders promptly filled.
ob- - ments can be made with the different
be
will
no
of
achievements
peace
is
tent,
There
longer
certainly
publican.
towns along the proposed Hoe and right
- - - - - - - SANTA FE
GUADALUPE STREET
any doubt of Governor Otero's reap- served with a patriotic spirit by thePaasaway can be secured.
;of
to
Gate
Golden
has
from
the
people
pointment, for President McKinley
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silver-bearin-

IT GIRDLES THE GLOBE.
The fame of Bucklen's Arnica Salve,
as the best in the world, extends round
the earth. It'is the one perfect healer
of Cuts, Corns, Burns, Bruises, Sore),
Scalds, Bolls, Ulcers, Felons, Aches,
Pains and all Skin Eruptionsi Only Infallible Pile cure. 25c a box at Fischer

Statehood for New Mexico.

territory has the desire for statehood
been slo burning, so general as
The people of New Mexico who think
at all, and they are the great majority,
have come to the realization that this

iron, zinc, turquois and other gems,
with reference to early .mining opera
tions in 1541, when Coronado-- in his
seiarch for the fabled Seven Cities of
Cibola, penetrated as far north as our
own Santa Fe.
Some idea of the breadth anii scope
of the pamphlet's conltents will dawn
upon the minds of our readers by noting a few of the captions employed in
the division of the subject matter. The
opening chapter, devoted to the irresistible charm of gold, Is followed hy a
story of pioneer minting; chapters' entitled after the conquest of Santa Fe;
the lode mine in America; progress de
spite obstacles; bright outlook of mining industry;
stimulating effect of
Cripple Crek; mountain ranges of New
Mexico; local names of mountains; watercourses and timber; general geological features; oldest rocks In the territory; source of much copper; shalesand
sandstones; .storehouses of the precious
metals; country rock of gold dikes; origin of turquois; Black Range formag
tion;
formation; ribbed
with true fissures; geology of the golddeen Cochltl; grant controversies;
scription In detail and a glimpse of the
varied resources of the many produc
ing camps
The mineral deposits of each county,
and their present status of develop
ment, are dealt with quite extensively,
and the showing is likely to be a reve
lation to many people who have flai
tered themselves that they were In pos
session of about all the information ob
tainable on the subject of mining In
this territory,
Coal, coke, petroleum and iron are
given intellectual attention, and shown
to be elements1 of wealth of consider.
alble magnitude. Gems and precPous
stones lallso constitute a. large Item In
our economic resources; while rubles,
garnets, opate, agates, and the valuable
turquois present an alluring front to
those seeking Investments in this di
rection.
Two pages are devoted1 to statistics
of the output of our precious 'metals,
showing that nature has stored away in
the mountains of this territory pre
cious metals as great as those possess
ed by any other section of the United
States. The closing page is devoted to
a little timely advice to the capitalist
and miner, in which appears the truth
ful paragraph: "The capitalist, miner
or prospector who decides to cast his
lot here will find the foundations of a
broad and enlightened society well es
tablished. He will find a generous,
d
gresisive and
people,
ready to lend a helping hand to every
comer. He will find order, society, law
and an
public sentiment
ruling New Mexico."
From cover to cover, the valuable
pamphlet, Mines and Minerals of New
Mexico, contains more real information
eonicerndmg the underground wealth of
this territory, and the information ap
pears in more comprehensive and en
tertaining shape than can be credited
to all similar publications given birth
in the 'Southwest. Its complete perusal
will invariably leave the impression
that Colonel Frost, the secretary of the
immigration bureau anid the 'author of
the work, is justly entitled to a considerable amount of credit for its produc
tion.
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SOCIETIES.

Masonic.
MONTEZUMA LODGi
No. 1, A F. and A. M
communicaRegular
tion first Monday In each
month at Masonic H!)

at

7:30 p. m.
W. S. HARROUN,

W.

K

M

F. P. CRICHTON, Secretary.
SANTA FE CHAPTER, No.
1, R. A. M. iRegular convocation second Monday in
each month at Masonic Hall
at 7:30 p. m.
MARCUS ELDODT, H. V
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

SANTA FE COMMANDER?
No. 1, K. T. Regular conclave fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, E. C
7:30 p. m.
F. S. DAVIS, Recorder.

I.

O. O.

AZTLAN LODGE, No. S, I. O. O. F.,
meets every Friday evening In Odd
Fellows' hall, San Francisco street Visiting brothers welcome.
F. S. DAVIS, N.
C. SEARS, Secretary.
CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT, No. I,
I. O. O. F. Regular communication
the second and fourth Tuesday of each
month at Odd Fellows' hall. Visiting
patriarchs welcome.
L. M. BROWN, C. P.
W. M. H. WOODWARD, Scribe.
MYRTLE REBEKAH LODGE, No.
I. O. O. F. Regular meeting first and
third Tuesday of each month at Odd
Fellows' hall. Visiting brothers and sisters welcome.
MISS M. TESSIE CALL, N. G. .
MISP, SALLIE VAN ARSDELL, Sec.

SZ.

OF

IP- -

SANTA FE LODGE, No. 2, K of
meeting every Tuesday evening at 7:30 o'clock at Castle hall. Visiting knights given a cordial welcome.
DAVID M. WHITE, C. C.
WENDELL V. HALL, K. of R. and S.
A-

- O. XT.

"W.

GOLDEN LODGE, No. 3, A. O. U. W.,
meets every second and fourth
Wednesdays at 8 p. m.
JOHN C. SEARS, M. W.
JOSEPH DIGNEO, Recorder.
33- -

F. O. EIXiKIS.

SANTA FE LODGE, No. 460, B. P. O.
E., holds its regular sessions on the
second and fourth Wednesdays of eaoh
month. Visiting brothers are Invited
J. A. MASSIE, B. Rv
and welcome.
' ...
T. J. HELM, Secretary.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

Attorneys at Law.
J

MAX. FROST,

Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, N.

M.

tt

CHAS. A. SPIESS,
law. Will practice in all,'
territorial courts. East Las Vegas, N.M
Attorney

at

GEO. W. KNAEBEL,
Office in Griffin Block. Collections

searching titles a specialty.

a?

J;

EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
J
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. ,OfB'-ithe Capitol.

CHAS.- F. EASLET,
(Late Surveyor General)
Golf, tennis, polo, bicycling, fishing,
Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, N. M. Lan '
shooting, photographing, sailing, moun- and mining business a specialty.
tain climbing, sea bathing.
Outdoor sports In this captivating
R. C. GORTNER,
climate are uninterrupted by wintir
Attorney at Law. District attorney foi .
weather..
the first judicial district, couiigi s ol
Exhibition golf games at Callfovni.x
Santa Fe, San Juun, Rio Arribu and
resorts by David Bell and Willie Smith, Taos.
Practices In all courts of the ter- - ,
United States open champions.
Offices In the Masonic building '
Take the CALIFORNIA LIMITED ritory.
Court
and
House, Santa Fe, N. M.
via SANTA FE ROUTE.
Ask for Illustrated pamphlets.
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe R y
Insurance..

Follow Tour Fads in California.

-

i

MRS. L. A. HARVEY & CO.

Insurance Agent. Office, Catron Block,
east side of Plaza. Represents the largAfter exposure or when you feel a est
companies, doing business In the tercold coming on, take a dose of Foley's
of New Mexico, in both life, flif
ritory
HoneyTind Tar. It never fails to
a
TO STOP A COLD.

If taken

cold
else.

In time.
Fischer Drug Co.

stop
Take nothing

and accident insurance.

-

Real Estate Agent and Notary
Public- -

Santa Fe Filigree
and
lewelry Mfg. Cp.

R. L. BACA.
Real estate agent and notary public.
Expert translator from Spanish to English and from English to Spanish. Typewriting done correctly and neatly. Office Prince block, Palace avenue, Santa

Fe,.N.

War

Dentist.

SILVER FILIGREE.

N.

.

H. H. WOODWARD,

HSSHYER

BHD

CHEMIST.

Shelby 81., Opp. Exchange Hotel, Santa Fe.

Special attention Dald to the deter.
mlnatlon of unknown minerals and
chemical analysis of same. Correct results guaranteed.
.

D. W. MANLBT,

Dentist. Office, Southwest Corner
Plaia, over Fischer's Drug Store.

MONDRAGON, Mgr.

Palace Ave., Griffin Bldg., near Plazal

W.

M.

Mining

of

Engineer.

-

W. C. WTNKOOP, M. E.,
Woodbury, N. M. '
Economic geology and mine examina
tions.

Perclral BrooRs Cotti n
164 La Salle Street, Chicago, Ills.

GOVERNMENT AND JWU- NICIPAL BONDS.
Highest price paid for school
bonds, township bonds, city
or county bonds in New
Mexico. Offerings solicited.

THE COMING LIGHT. Beats electricity,
cheaper than kerosene. The Standard Gas
Lamp Co., Chicago, has a branch at ISM
Hth St., Denver, Colo. We want one agent,
mercnanc or individual, In every (unoccupied) town or county in the IT. & Big
money for agents. Lamp has given great
Books containing 100 sheep' dipping
est satisfaction for 1H yearv Latest improvements. Thousands of testimonials. certificates In Spanish for sale- the
Indorsed by Insurance Cos. Largest factory
tn U. 8. 41 styles, all brass. Lowest prices. New Mexican Printing company's ofRetail 94 up. Sample lamp half price.
$1.00 per book.
fice
nona poiuu xor catalogue.

at
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was adopted, absolutism, despot- Chancellor Kent says, "did more than
ism ana tyranny would speedily follow, any other single act, proceeding from
the authority of the United States, to
Henry made thesa predictions over one
hundred and twelve years ago, but In throw an impregnable barrier around
spite of them the constitution was all rights and franchises derived from
(adopted and we are still a free people, the grant of the governiment."
His decision in thei case of Marbury
and I for one see no signs of absolut
Similar pre vs. Madison, where he said:
ism, despotism or tyran-nyas
"It Is a proposition too plain to be
T.aHioa nnrl fl Anil em.frn ' A't the AH- - dictions are still occasionally made
if controverted that the constitution is
the Bar Association of to what will happen to us as a nation a
nual meeting-olaw oe enactea or poi-- either a paramount law, unchangeable
the imperial state of Illinois, Held about. some particular
but
they are vain and by ordinary means, or it is on a level
Feb-adopted,
Icy
that
was
it
proposed
year ago,
with ordinary legislative acts, alterable
so long as the
empty
predictions
commemto
set
apart
ruary 4, 1901, be
If
war are when the legislature shall please.
of
the
cendants
revolutionary
of
the
the centennial anniversary
be true then ai legislative
former
the
.teach
our
common
schools
and
alive,
Vlralnia.
of
to the constitution Is not
...,. .,.. Mn
at i.nn. f th, patriotism and love of country te act contrary
If
then written constithe
latter,
law;
America,
court of the United States of Young
supreme
.
In one of his speeches before the con. tutions are absurd attempts on the part
In reply
to Henry Marshall of the people to limit a power in its own
The proposed setting apart of this ventlon
.....
crave
such an apt definition ex what is mature illimitable."
,on.na,i
aay iut iiie purpura
This probably went further than any
government, .that I shall repeat
having been called to the attention, of . good
other one thing to establish the princihe
which
a
was
in
mad
It
speech
that
the American Bar .,.Associate,
1788. We will do ple of the supremacy of the federal
.
i
w.- - delivered on June 10,
DOiay HOOK up II1B maun,
words. He said. constitution over acts of congress and
to
well
remember
his
Koon
,..
uuw auuiosa, .,w., a.
state legislature's. Previous to this dew
no umiu'
xne
are
nai
distributed, stated that it left the exe- cision it had been the custom for legisof
observance
jus
A
strict
democracy?
'tice and public faith and a steady ad latures to enact what laws they chose.
h
not consider themselves
did
They
a
rn virtu t. xneac nu,
and various bar associations, and ex- nprpnpp
No bound or limited by written construcgovernment.
of
good
principles
celebration
pressed the hope "that the
no misfortune, ought to deter tions, but like the English parliament
be national in Its character and impos- - mischief,
us
from
a
strict observance of justice thought they were supreme and above
.rid
A
lr.tr In to CVton,f
It. This decision Showed them that the
and
public faith."
The ba.r associations of practically
,
Can a more terse or a better descrlp law was superior to all else, and that
all of the states and territories of the
of a good government than this be a; legislature was not authorized to
Union have, with generous enthusiasm tlon
or is it possible for any govern- - transgress Its provisions any more than
given,
prothe
and rare unanimity, taken, up
ment to be a good one which does not a private individual.
xr moafln era
.3
iV..4.I ,
During a portion of the time that
I think no
precepts?
Ire being held through all this broad ?! up to these
was envoy to France in 1797, Marshall was chief justice, party feelMarshall
land to observe and fittingly celebrate
when our .relations with that country ing ran high, and it took a man of high
the event. This la really intended to were
and great
particularly delicate, and when, courage, undoubted tointegrity
be. lawyers' day, and lawyers generally
take Hie stand he
to certain commercial matters, intellectual power,
owing
we
to
have
Thanks
it.
it,
observing
at war with each diid, and carry his ideas through to a
we
formal declaration triumphant conclusion, for though poswithout
any
other,
and
his life character and decisions,
been made; and sibly a bare majority of the people
now in all probability most of us" .. to that effect having
a treaty agreed with his views, many of the
to
failed
he
negotiate
although
predate the great work and good he which was the object of his mission, on great men of his time thought that the
did for our common country, better
his return to New York City he was re- constitution should be given a different
than, we ever did before.
the peo- and much more narrow construction
One of the most important of these ceived with great enthusiasm, merit.
than he gave it. As an illustration of
his worth and
assemblies is being held dh our nation- ple recognizing
Marshall was a member of congress what he had to contend with, Thomas
!n
the
of
al capital,
Washington,
city
of state in 1800; was Jefferson, who from spending many
the hall of the house of representatives. in 1799; secretary
of the supreme years in France had become thoroughly
chief
appointed
justice
It is presided over by one of Marshall's court
Adams on Jan- imbued with the doctrine of the French
John
President
by
successors, the chief justice of the suconfirmed revolution, called him "a crafty chief
was
1801;
31,
promptly
preme court. All of the members of uary
took his seat on Feb- judge, who sophisticates the law in bis
that august tribunal are in attendance, by the 4 senate and
own reasonruary of the same year, and served in mind, by the turn of hlatime
as well as our honored president,
Jefferson
until he died In ing," and at another
members- of 'both houses of congress that exalted position
on
6, 1835. From this used these words in writing to PresiJuly
Philadelphia
and many distinguished men.
be seem that his ca- dent Madison: "The rancorous hatred
When this court called the attention brief resume it will
varied one, and which Marshall bears to the governwas
and
reer
a
long
of the New Mexico Bar Association to
the
he
that
many
occupied
Important posi- ment of his country, and
the proposed national celebration, of
trust.
It is neied-le- cunning and sophistry within which he
honor
and
of
tions
of
John Marshall day, and suggested that
to say that he filled all of them is able to enshroud himself."
steps be taken to fittingly commemo- -'
These are recalled to show that he
rate It, that body at once saw the Im- well.
not the first of our was savagely attacked during his tenwas
Marshall
John
event
portance of the
and immediately
chief justices. ' Both John Jay and Oli- ure of office, and that while he had
responded, and this meeting is the reand many supporters,
many entertained
sult of the action of the court and the ver Ellsworth had preceded him; men.
different views from those he held. For
bar association, and I, as chief Justice they were distinguished and able
do we not celebrate the
the reason of the differences of opinse- -. Why then
of our beloved territory, have be-of their ascending the bench, ion which existed in his own time his
leeted to preside.
I now desire, on behalf of the court rather than that of the third chief jus- decisions and public work invite the
and the bar association to express my tice? The answer Is, because the bench closest scrutiny and study of the students, and of all those who care to as
thanks to both branches of the legisla- land har recognize his eminent fitness
becertain how our national government
tive assembly of the territory, for the for the place he so ably filled, and
marked co,urtesv which thev liavr cause his rulings and decisions on con- - grew from such an humble beginning
shown In loaning us this beautiful hall stltutional Questions, which he was to its present power and dignity.
I cannot do bettter than close these
for this occasion, and also to them and called upon to decide in the various
other territorial officials for their hav-in- caeis which came before the court for brief introductory remarks by quoting
adjudication, were such that in a great the tribute which Judge Story paid
honored lira with thplp nmumoi,
In presiding over this meeting, which measure they pointed and marked out him. He said: "His genius, his learn
is to da honor to the memory of the the future course which the great re- ing and his virtues have conferred an
Imperishable glory on his country,
greatest Jurist which this country ever public had to follow. His interpretasevwhose liberties he fought to secure, and
produced, it Is not my intention, nor tion of the constitution gave to the
would it be proper for me to enter into eral branches and departments of our whose institutions he labored to per
an analytical discussiort of his life, government the power and authority petuate."
we
character and! achievements.
This which has made us the nation that
Marshall
are.
been
well
that
said
has
It
is
pleasant duty
assigned to the other
speakers who, will address you, par- found our constitution a skeleton, and
enticularly the .orator of the evening, and that he clothed dt with power and
I doubt not that they will do their sub- dowed it with vitality, so that the sevject ample justice, and that you will eral functions of government might be
later listen to- a rare literary treat. I performed, and our destiny worked out Mr. Chief Justice, Ladies and Gentle
of New
men, and Fellow-Citizeshall, however. In cursory manner, de- to the end.
Mexico:
tail to you something of the life and Americans,, may well be proud of him,
If it be considered in the light of th-career of John Marshall.
and without presumption we may call
which have followed, the most
nineresults
of
the
him the greatest jurist
John, Marshall was born in Farquler teenth
modern hllstory wis
It has bean an old doc- important event
century.
county, Virginia, on September 4, 1755. trine, but had long be en lost to sight by the American Revolution and the sep
He attended school but four years, but
save a few great m .nllke Burke and aration of the colonies from the moth
was an omnivorous reader, and it is all
that the 1&. V was greater er country. It was an event to which
Chatham,
said that it was a favorite pastime of
the
government or the legislative the people of this country recur with
than
...
is.
Sow c wu ,lt Iwat&1.
me grass in tne
bodies that enacted the Judlciail tribu- growing pride as the years go on.
bright sunlight of a clear Virginia day, nals that adminlsteredi it. Marshall cieties of Sons' of the Revolution and
watching the clouds as they sailed by, realized this fact, and planting himself Daughters of the Revolution have
while he digested and assimilated that
on our written constitution, promptly grown up, in whifch a membership is
which 'he had read. The war of the
and firmly declaredi unconstitutional now considered equal to a patent of no
revolution! having broken out, at the
and void any act of congress or of the bility. The heroic efforts of our revo
age of twenty .he enlisted In the conti- several state
courage in
legislatures which sought lutionary forefathers, their
nental army, and subsequently rose to to
law. The battle, their fortitude in defeat, the
fundamental
the
change
the rank of captain. A portion of the
they endured, and their per
Interpretation which he gave; to the privations
time while In the army ihe served under constitution
has passed into judicial severance through the weary years of
Washington himself and participated
the organic that memorable struggle, are engraved
in many actions, among them the bat- precedent, and has given
of the land a very different char- upon the most sacred tablets of our
law
tles of Brandy-wineGermantown, and acter from what It 'might! have had, history, and are known as household
Monmouth. He was at Valley Forge
had others first expounded it. With words to young and old alike. The
during that terrible winter of 1777-rare wisdom he perceived that a writ- example which they set has not been
u,ita vi. Vui wuii ii y were ten as welt as an unwritten constitution lost upon their successors. The flag
at their lowest ebb. It Is reported that
must grow to, meet the demands and which they unfurled has been, upheld iin
during this winter he had but one shirt
of a growing nation, and honor, on land and sea, until the name
requirements
and was compelled to wrap himself to a
soldier and the Amerour
constitution
began to develop and of the American
blanket when that useful and necessary
become synonyms for
ican
sailor
have
of
undreamed
its
manner
in
by
a
article of attire was being washed. He grow,
the world over.
and
efficiency
courage
assumed
jusoon
as
the
he
as
lived in a small hut built of logs and makers,
these
But
in
since
particulars the event
they
mud and like the other members of our dicial ermine. ,His opinions
been followed, to which I have alluded was not
were
have
always
given
brave army, performed hla dllffAa in
him unique. The annals of history are full
snow that frequently came up to his and even Judges who differ from ac- of
the deeds' of brave and patriotic men,
views generally
in
their
political
knees. This shows his courage and forthe soundness of his rea. who staked their lives freely In the
titude, which were always marked knowledge the
and
legal deductions which cause of liberty, both in unsuccessful
characteristics of his nature. During soning
rebellions and successful revolutions.
this winter he never lost his good tem- he drew.
That which did give to the achievement
believe
1 am not one of those
who
per. Slaughter, In his book on Valley
of our fathers its momentous signifi
Forge, says: "Marshall was the best that If Marshall had mot ascended the cance was mot what they destroyed, but
tempered man I ever knew. During Mis bench we would now be but a confed- what they built up. Out of the cha3 of
sufferings at Valley Forge, nothing dis- eration of states, with each at liberty strife they brought the order of enOf all human
couraged, nothing disturbed him. If he to do practically as It chose. If such during government.
only had bread to eat it was Just as had been the case, disorder and an- achievements in the science of governAmand
the
must
have followed,
well; If only meat it made no dlffer-- . archy
ment, I consider the American constience. If any of the officers murmured erican people would have had to tution the greatest. It ds so great, inat their deprivations toe would shame amend the constitution or have adopt- deed, that there to nothing else with
them by
rallery or en- ed a new one so as to have secured a which lit can be compared. Nt but
courage them by his ownexuberance of stable and strong government; for Am- that there have been other governments
spirits. He was am excellent companion ericans realizing that dt is liberty, love wisely ordained and happily adminisand Idolized toy the soldiers and' his protection to life and property above all tered. But they were the products of
brother officers, whose gloomy ' hours else. (But Marshall, by his decisions, time and gradual evolution. Here a
were enlivened by his inexhaustible saved the trouble and disorder which new expertment was unaer.taKen. a
fund of anecdotes."
must have followed and! showed that complete system of republican govern
A country which possesses such men the unwritten constitution was an In- ment was reduced to writing and set
as he can never be subjugated nor need strument sufficiently strong and elastic to operation among a people Just
we fear tyranny or oppression on the to answer our needs. Our people have emerged from monarchy through the
part of our rulers, whoever they may reason to bless him, for by giving the demoralizing ordeal of war. And when
be.
government strength enough to rule, he we consider that the frame-r- of this
After leaving the army he was admit- saved us from disorder and possibly a conetltutdon represented the most di
ted to the bar In 1780, land pursued the dictator.
verse theories of government, from a
It would be a pleasure for me to dis- pure democracy to a constitutional
practice of his chosen profession with
Trus- monarchy, and that they had to deal
great success, and soon built up a large cuss his reasoning 4n the case ofWood-wortand lucrative business. He frequently tees of Dartmouth College vi
with a lot of existing states, willing to
which Is the leading American unite, but jealous of their sovereignty,
served as a member of the Virginia legislature, and to 1788 was a member of case on the vested rights of private so that the result was reached only
the Virginia constitutional convention, corporations, where he held a charter through a series of compromises upon
which was held to determine whether granted by the British crown to the the most vital points; and when we alor not that state should adopt our con- trustees of Dartmouth College to be a so consider that this was a scheme of
stitution which trad recently been for- contract within the meaning of that ar government destined to provide for an
mulated and which ma anhmlHod tn ticle of the constitution which declares eventual population various in race and
shall make any law lm religion, drawn- - from all over the earth,
the several states for their ratification. 'n'at no
As a member of that convention. Mar-- Pairing the obligations of a contract. wttih, no common traditions or beliefs
to bind them together, inhabiting and
uircvunnoi
snaii aia great wotk and materially as- - U,J
slfrted James Madison, afterwards pres- - y our revolutionary war, and could not controlling a continent of boundless
ident of the United States, in holding
materially altered by the mere act wealth and variety of resources, whose
the convention acalnst th mat orator of tne tate legislature, without the as. development, In view of the Inevitable
tto8
lteg trustees. This was conflict of interests growing out of lit,
Patrick Henry, who was bitterly oppos- - entt
n
aecisiom, was sure' to arouse the fiercest pas
ed to the constitution, predicting that a m0Bt
P"
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sions of men; and when we further
consider that it has' not only stood the
test of these conditions, but also of
those growing out of a century's prog
ress in science, invention and commer
dial facilities, the evolution of which
has changed the whole current of hu
man affairs, and of which the men of
those times, In the wildest flights of
fancy, could not have had the least
conception; then we may well believe
that If ever the councils of men are in
spired by some power higher than their
own, such inspiration
permeated the.
convention of 1789, which framed that
marvelous instrument.
The foundation rock on which this
matchless fabric of government was
built was the idea of the Union. To
adopt it In theory was no easy task.
Here were a number of states, with every possible diversity of conditions and
of interests. They all had governments
of their own, and were inflated with the
pride of sovereignty. The smaller ones
were slow to yield their individuality,
and the large ones did not want to forego the advantage of their preponderatBut the wise and
ing representation,
patriotic men, of - the convention, admonished by the dangers'.'' of the confederation, in all the compromises to
to the
which they yielded, held
central Idea, which converted the confederation Into a nation; established a
clear line between state and national
powers, confining the one to matters of
local and domestic concern, and extending the other to all those In which 'the
people becama.an integral unit among
the nations of the earth. The sovereignty of the people as a whole was
lodged in a single, concrete organization, with power enough to confine its
component elements to their proper
spheres, and with unity of purpose and
execution sufficient to' maintain- its
course as a whole in contact with other
nations. Discipline and concerted action 'the qualities which alone make
armies formidable were applied to
make out of discordant and unequal
elements a powerful state. Something
new was created. The people found
themselves under a new name, in a new
garb, brought together by a tie which
was unfelt before, with fresh aspirations, enlarged possibilities', and a definite place among the nations of the
earth. It was the Union. Without this
result, the revolution would have been
a failure. Without It all the lives given
for that sacred cause, all the toll and
suffering of the fathers would have
been a useless and cruel sacrifice. Better, a thousand times better, that the
colonies had remained under the dominion of England than that their independence had been followed by the
of a lot of rival, jealous
and warring petty governments on this
continent.
The greatest achievement for us of
the century just closed Is that the conception of a complete and perfect union,
wrought by the patriotism, forbearance
and wisdom of those great men, has at
last been realized in fact. When we reflect upon the difficulties which surrounded its organization and the deadly perils through which the union has
safely passed, we may well recognize
the hand of an overruling Providence,
which has led us from a small begin
ning, through trials and dangers, to become a nation whose masterful energies
and mighty power bid fair to dominate
the world, not for conquest, but in the
arts of peace and for the betterment
of peoples. It has passed the s'.ase of
theory. Men do not now disi.ss the
expediency of maintaining the unl?n.
or the possibility of its dissolution. It
has come to be, as the fathers desisi.- d
and hope'd, the dominant idea of our
statesmanship, the greatest of all our
possessions, the pride and glory of our

fat

people.

May this grand conception live cn.
May it grow as the nation grows, ani
mating the statesman and the soldier
alike, until It shall permeate and possess the entire people; until it shall be
no longer a more idea, but shall be
come a deep and abiding sentiment, enveloping the land with its patriotic impulses., binding the people together with
the ardor which belongs to 'religious
belief, and in whose presence dissension and discord shall vanish; until in
the heart of every citizen there shall
grow up and abide, not as an image of
marble, but as something that lives and
sheds its warmth afar, consecrated to
their veneration and their worship, in
spiration of youth and solace of old
age, symbol of majesty and power, Infallible and eternal, the sublime Image
of the Republic.
,
Having in view the perpetuity of the
union, the crowning feature of the plan
of 'government thus evolved by the
fathers was the independent 'Judiciary.
In an elective government the greatest
danger to the people comes from the
people themselves. Against all other
dangers they are ready to present a
united front. But when- stimulated by
Interest, or blinded by passion, they are
the first) to forget the laws they have
made, and they need but slight excuse
to violate or set them aside. There Is
no tyranny so great as that of a multitude, and r po wer so lost' to the sense
Hence the need of
of responsibility.
some institution that should be above
the passions of the hour; which should
represent, in garb of authority, the best
there is of wisdom, calmness and dignity in human character; which Is competent to uphold the laws against the
tyranny of faction, and to deal Justly
on every occasion, "whether the cause.
the question, or the party be popular or
unpopular."
Such was the design and the theory
of the supreme court of the United
States. Composed of judges with a life
tenure, looking to no one for continu
ance or security of their position, en
dowed by the constitution with the
most ample Jurisdiction to pass upon
all questions which might be raised by
tha states among themselves, or witlh
the national government, dt was plainly
the arbiter of the destinies of the union.
Its theory was perfect, but it would
have failed of its purpose most lamentably df its jurisdiction had not been
thoroughly established in practice consistent with its theory. In the possibility that this might not be done, lay
one of the gravest dangers that ever
of the
imperiled the maintenance
union. It is a fact that again suggests
the idea of ai guiding hand, that in ev
ery great crisis or peril wi th which this
nation has been confronted, some man
with powers adequate to the occasion
the man of the hour has been raised
up from among the people to meet It,

When John Marshall became chief
justice of the supreme court of the
United States, one hundred years ago
today, the times were not encouraging,
Discontent was prevalent) in every
quarter. The . Federalist party,, to
whose great men was due the adoption
of a strong and stable form of govern
ment, and the w,!se and conservative
of that government in
Inauguration
practice, had come into disfavor. With
the death of Washington the last vestige of its hold upon the people had
gone, and its days were numbered.
Party spirit ran high. The bitterness
of political strife reached a stage not
exceeded by 'anything witnessed In
modern times. Even the great name of
Washington was not safe from the venomous tongue of partisan scandal. In
place of the sound and logical principles
and practice 'inculcated by the Feder- list school, the French revolutionary
school of government, with its abstractions and its vagaries its sensations
and its theories, had come to the front
and now held the field, championed, un
fortunately, by some of our most patri
otic men. Theories upon government
which had (been reluctantly laid aside
by their advocates in the constitutional
convention among the compromises
out of which the constitution grew,
now appeared again, and began to reassert themselves in the shape of interpretations of the constitution. The
supreme court had fallen into uisre- pute. Although containing isome able
lawyers, it had done nothing as yet to
give the people any idea of its importance in the government, and its most
h
started
notable doctrine had
a rebellion In the state of Georgia.
Adams, as the last act of a tottering
administration, gave to the court as its
chief justice a man who, by the Sheer
force of his character, changed it from
a pitiful nonentity to the grandest Ju
dicial tribunal the world has ever seen.
Thai) at such a juncture a man of
Marshall's temperament and mental
equipment should have been placed at
the head of the judicial department of
this government, seems like something
more than good fortune. He was a
man ,in the prime of life and in the full
maturity of his powers. His earliest
notions of the science of government
were gathered from good old Father
'
Aesop's fable of the discordant sons
and the bundle of rods. He believed
that a living union was better than a
thousand theories. He had been a sol
dier throughout the revolution. He had
fought at Brandywln-- and had starved
at Valley Forge. He knew what the
union had coat, and he felt what it was
worth. He believed in the supremacy
of the constitution, and he understood
It. as well as any man.
His masterly
arguments to his fellow Virginians in
favor of the ratifloaitlon of the constitution had been among the most potent
influences in persuading the people of
that imperial and reluctant common
wealth to come into the union. He be
lieved that the office of government la
to govern; that the worst danger which
besets a free people is their own un
bridled passions; that liberty without
law is tyranny, that the tyranny of a
multitude is worse than the tyranny of
one. iHe believed in the rules of logic;
and in his 'hands- they became weapons
so powerful that they not only overcame opposition but beat it down and
destroyed it. In such contests there
was nobody who could cope with him
on anything like equal terms. He be
lieved In a government of logic, and
by logic, as opposed to a government
by passion and caprice. He dominated
those around him by the power of his
intellect, so that in legal literature it
is not uncommon to find allusions to the
dictatorship of Marshall," when, refer
ring to his relation to the rest of the
supreme court.
well-nig-

It was with such an intellectual
equipment that he came to the head of
that great tribunal, whose pftwers were
without precedent in all history, in
good time to encounter theories of gov- ernmemt which were to him like old
enemies, supposed to have been dead
and buried, and honorably laid away
among the compromises of the constitu
tional convention, but which had es
caped from their coffin.? and were lined
up again for controversy in a court
whose sentemce was destined to put
them at rest. They came up for con
sideration in a series' of cases which
brought into requisition the greatest legal talent of the American bar. The
questions presented were new to, the
science of jurisprudence.
They re
sulted in a line of decisions unpara
lleled for their logical force and con
summate ability, which at once raised
the supreme court of the United States
to an eminence of dignity and authority
never before conceived' for a Judicial
tribunal.
It is not my purpose to, trace the history of those decisions in all their
technical assets. But I wish to point
out that as to' those which I have es
pecially to' mind, every one of them vitally affected the stability and perma
nence of the government, and contained
within itself the seeds of dissolution of
the unloh. Marshall seized upon the
flrst occasion that arose to announce
the principles governing the relations
of the
branches of the gov
ernment, and to declare, in bold and
unmiistakeable terms, the functions and
powers of the court.
Is an act of the executive subject to
inquiry by the courts? Yes,when vested rights are affected, and its duties are
specifically assigned by law, but not in
matters, within its discretion.
Are the acts of Congress subject to
review by the judicial bench? Yes,
when they are repugnant to the consti
tution, because they are void and not
law.
Both these were startling proyos!- tIon to the men of that day. Nobody
had ever heard of a court quest! in. nj
ani act of Parliament, and the only apor
peal from" unwarranted executivelegislative acts before known, was on
appeal to arms. Yet when view?c. in
the light of the reasoning put fovwurd
III support of the decisions, it became
plain to all citizens that dt was not only
sound, but that no other conclusion was
possible if the theory of our governObserve
ment was to be maintained.
the resistless force of his argument:
"The question whether an act repug
nant te the constitution can become the
law of the land is a question deeply interesting to the United States; but happily not of an Intricacy proportionate
to Ms interest. It seems only necessary
to ,recogn1e certain, principles, supposed to have been long and well es

touch- -;
tablished, to decide dt. That the people not be two superior authorities,
have an original right to establish, for ing the same matter.
Finally cairn the converse of thae
their future government, such principles as in their opinion shall most con- proposition's.:
Can the supreme court review the deduce to their own happiness is the basis
fabof a state court, upon matters of
cision
American
whole
which
the
upon
?
ric has been erected. The exercise of federal cognizance
"federal cognizance"
of
exmatters
These
a
is
very
great
this original right
a diatln- ertion; nor can it, nor ought it to be, are all, as has been shown by
"those which
The principles, gulshe'd commentator,
frequently repeated.
therefore, ea established are) deemed touch the safety, peace and
And as the authority of ths nation, or which presume that
fundamental.
from which they proceed Is supreme, state attachments, state prejudices,
and can seldom act, they are designed state jealousies, and state
to be permanent. This original and might sometimes obstruct or control
supreme will organizes the government, the administration of Justice." And
and assigns to different departments Marshall, in deciding that the power of.
their respective powers. It may either the supreme court is paramount, saidf
"If the several state courts had final
stop here or establish certain limits not
to be transcended by those depart- jurisdiction in oases affecting the conments. The government of the United stitution, laws and treaties of the
.States Is of the latter description. The union, the same as the federal courts,
powers of the legislature are defined it would be a hydra, in government,
and limited; and that those limits may from which nothing but contradiction
the and confusion could proceed. Nothing
not be mistiakeml nor forgotten,
constitution is written. To what pur can be plainer than the proposition that
pose are powers limited, and to what the supreme court of the nation must
purpose is that limitation committed to have the power to revise the decisions
tribunals on questions
writing, if these limits may, at any of the local
time, be passed by those Intended to be which affect the nation, or the most imThe distinction between portant ends of the government might
restrained?
a government with limited and unlimit be defeated, and we should be no longer
efficient purpose.
ed powers' is abolished, if those limits one nation for any
do not confine the persons upon whom The doctrine would go to destroy the
they are imposed, and if acts prohibit- great fundamental principle on which
ed and acts allowed are of equal obliga- the fabric of the union stands."
All these questions, and many others
tion. It is a proposition too plain to be
controverted, that the constitution con Involving in a less vital degree the retrols any legislative act repugnant to it; lations between the state and national
or, that the legislature may alter the governments, were grappled with and
by a series of decisions which
constitution by an ordinary act. Between these alternatives there is no have contributed, to an extent not at
The constitution is a'll appreciated, because to a large demiddle gro.und.
either a superior, paramount law, un- gree ignored by the current histories of
the country, to the security and conchangeable by ordinary means, or it
andi to
on a level with ordinary legislative solidation of the government,
acts, and like other acts is alterable the restraint of the centrifugal forces
when tl legislature shall please to al- which tend to rend it asundeir. There is
ter it. If the former part of the altern nothiing in language that could more
ative be true, then a legislative act con aptly characterize the action of the
trary to the constitution is not law. If court in Its treatment of these great
the latter part be true, then written constitutional questions than the words
from whose
constitutions are absurd attempts, on of the great chancellor,
the part of the people, to limit a power commentaries most of us gained our
Those first knowledge of constitutional law,
in Us own nature Illimitable.
who controvert the principle that the James Kent, who says: "I cannot
of anything more grand and im
constitution is to be considered, in
court, as a paramount law, are reduced posing in the whole administration of
to the necessity of maintaining that human justice, than the spectacle of the
courts must close their eyes on the con- supreme court sitting in solemn judgment upon the conflicting claims of natstitution, and see only the law. This
ional and state sovereignities, tranquil-izln- g
doctrine) would subvert the very foundall jealous and angry passions,
It
ation of all written constitutions.
would declare that an act which, ac and binding together this great confedof states in peace and harmony,
cording to the principles and theory of eracy
our government, is entirely void, is by the ability, the moderation, and the
yet in practice completely obligatory. equity of its decisions."
So
do the doctrines thus
It would declare, that if the legislature
shall do what is expressly forbidden, early, enunciated by the court appear to
such act, n'Otwltstanding the express us now, and so firmly have they become
upon our legal traditions,
prohibition, is iin reality effectual. It impressed
a that a superficial critic might conclude
would be giving to the legislature
that no transcendent qualities were repractical and real omnipotence, with
the same breath which professes to res- quired to discover and declare them.
trict their powers within narrow limits. But we have only to examine the hisIt is prescribing limits, and declaring tory of the controversies out of which
they arose, the decisions of the state
that those limits may be passed, at courts
whose judgments were reverse!,
pleasure. That it thus reduces to noth- and
of counsel iin sonii
the
ing what we have deemed thei greatest of those arguments to see
how easily
great cases,
improvement in political institutions
might have happened, in the hands of
a written constitution, would of itself itweak
and illogical judges, or of demabe sufficient, In America, where written
constitutions have been viewed with so gogues and catering to the political pasmuch reverence, for rejecting the con sions of the hour, that the opposite contention would have become the law,
struction."
Next came the question, whether the and that the union, instead of the mighwe behold it now, would have
states, by laws or the acts of their ty power
of-e
hwmi h vip? of
courts, could block the wheels of Jus again
confederation.
'''. ".
."
.
tice in the national courts.
The great merit of Marshall, and trie
Can the state legislatures annul the
enormous service he rendered to hia
judgments, or determine the extent of
country in these adjudications, was not
the juris diet ion, of the courts of the alone
in the fact that
the decisions
United States?
were made as they should have boen
Can the Judicial process of the feder
al courts be controlled by the laws of made, but that he was- able tn every
caisie to expound the reasons for the dethe several states?
cision with such masterly skill and
These cases brought Into question, the
power, that all opposition wes
power of the judicial branch of the gov- sileiwed. The country accepted them.
ernment to enforce the execution of its The majority of the people were iifttis-flewith them; and to the bar, as every
own decrees without which it would
have been like Samson shorn of his student of the legal profession soon
locks. "If," said the court by the voice finds out, they stand as landmarks in
of Marshall, "the legislatures of the the history of American jurisprudence,
several states', may, at will, annul the as immovable and Imperishable as the
judgments of the courts of the United pyraniids of Egypt. There is little
States, and destroy the rights acquired doubt that permanent) harmony and
under these judgments, the constitution peace within the union would have been
seer c,l through these and other decisiI'tisielf becomes a solemn mockery."
Then followed a still graver question: on:? cf the supreme court, if it had not
Can a stats' impede or control, by been for the slavery question, which
was beyond the reason of courts and
taxation or otherwise, the lawful
and measures of the national laws, and for whose solutiom there remained only the trial by battle.
government?
That which I have mentioned is but
be
will
it
This proposition,
observed, a small part of the
career of
attacked the very foundations of the Marshall, but I couldjudicial
within the
not,
government. It was the doctrine of time which your Indulgence would! alstate rights, which in the history of this low me, attempt even an enumeration
country seems to have had a hundred of the many other questions which
lives. If true, it meant that one of the were illumined
by the light of his rare
parts was greater than the whole. If judicial mind. Some of these have been
The
was
failure.
a
the
true,
government
alluded to by the learned chief justice
inquiry was one of the most delicate who preceded me, and others1 no doubt
underever
and difficult ones the court
will be by the distinguished gentlemen
took, because it became necessary not who are to follow. Suffice It to
say that
only to announce the general doctrine his labors cm the bench embraced alof the supremacy of the nation, but to most every branch of
jurisprudence redefine with some practical accuracy the lating to human duties and
and
line between state and federal power. that whatever he touched herights,
left upon
But the difflcultiies vanished before the it the impress of a master.
inexorable logic of Marshall. The great
We are accustomed to honor our milprinciple of the case Is that the consti- itary heroes. We know the history of
tution, and laws made 'in pursuance the battles and sieges In which they
thereof, are supreme. Listen to a few shed undying luster upon our arms. The
of his sentences and mark their sledge
glorious deeds of our army and our nahammer force:
vy are as household words to us. We
must
ev
control
"The supreme power
are justly proud of the renown which
ery other power which ia repugnant to they won for themselves and for us.
It. The sovereignty of a state does not But it is most fitting, and most creditextend to those means which are em able to the inteHligenea and discrimiployed by congress to carry into execu nation of the American people, that
tion their constitutional powers. This they are now beginning to recognize
principle relieves from clashing sover- cither heroes besides those who revelled
eignty; from interfering powers; from In carnage and death, and are ready to
a repugnance between a right in one give some attention to the lives and
government to pull down what there is characters of meln like these, whose
an acknowledged right In another to services to their country in other walks
build up; from the incompatibility of a of life have been no less important. If
right in one government to destroy this republic endures longer than those
what there is a. right in another to pre- of antiquity, it will be chiefly by reason
serve. The power to tax would involve of the controlling influence of that
the po,wer to destroy; and the power to great court which maintains the equidestroy might defeat and render use- librium of the nation; which holds
less the power to create."
the union like some great cenThe question came up in various oth- tral sun of a planetary system, sending
Its light to the remotest parts, allowing
er forms:
move unrestrained in
Can a state, by exclusive concession, each member to
all by
control the navigation of waters with- Its appointed path, but binding neithcan
so
it3
that
force,
ty
migh
they
can
or
to
its
in or contiguous
borders;
er collide with each other nor depart
It, by imposing licenses or duties on
from the system. To have been the
goods imported into the state, in- master
epilrlt in the evolution of this
fluence or regulate the foreign comunique .institution, from the staga of
merce of the United States?
to the position of universal acThis contention, containing the most theory
is fame
and
obvious possibilities of Internal Jealousy knowledgment man. homage,
for any
enough
was
at
between
states,
put
strife
and
The greatest heritage transmitted to
rest by the consideration, that the exersucceeding
ages by the greatest repubwould
states
cise of such powers by the
of antilquity, was its sysIniterfere with the control of the some lic and empire
matters which was vested by the eonsti-tutfci- n tem of laws. Her forum and her
on Fourth Page.)
In congress, and that there can
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The government of the United States
a remote part of Virginia, with few ed order of trained Intellect as Marshall
of the latter description. The powers
ucational facilities, the early education possessed, capable of deducing enttght-ene- d is
limit- principles from original investi of the legislature are defined and
of the future chief justice, received allimits may .not be
most wholly from his parents, was of a gations, practically unaided by histor ed; and that those
to publicly
can mistaken or forgotten, the constitution
unusual for a regular physician of good ofreputation
It
high order. This home education was ical or legal precedents. Nothing
cases where doctors
a.. wo
nfnn beard
To what purpose is that
is written.
this
of
more
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neoessity
be
his
later
in
by
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to
supplemented
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and the great man was found. Although John Marshall was not a member of the constitutional convention and
took no part in the great debates which
preceded the adoption of the Constitution, he was the contemporary, and
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Mexico Is such that the waters of the
and liberal ed to the U. S. boundary commission
combination have ng, on a comprehensive
waj flrsvt submitted .to him, he had con before, and is largely based upon sen to be sent on to Washington to advoRio Grande constitute her most valuaat any time been actually opposed to scale, the lands of the Rio Grande va: for information as to the navigability sulted
the attorney general and asked ate document No. 229 (55th congress, 23 cate before congress the admission of
ble asset. Safeguard her right to Im the Elephant Butte
of the Rio Grande. This, of course, was if there was anything In the pending session), which was compiled in res New Mexico into the sisterhood
enterprise. For it Is ley below Elephant Buitte.
of
pound the wateirs of this river "the J a well known fact (that In 1893, when
All the requirements of the territorial just what General Anson Mills wanted, litigation with my
company that ren- ponse to a senate resolution of Febru states.
Nile of America," and every interest of the Elephant Butta
undertaking was and federal Eltatutes were compile! and he prompiUly reported thlat the Rio dered such a bill improper, or words to ary 22, 1898, which called upon the pres
Although most of the delegates to
the territory will benefit. The cultivafirst organized, the people of El Paso with, in order to legallly establish the Grande Is navigable In Ne.w Mexico that effect, and that
the two conventions were seemingly fa
the attorney gen ident:
tion of the farm lands of the Rto
with me in every way pos- rlgihlts essential to the company's un and below El Paso. Backed by this eral had returned the bill iwith a
'
to the
to transmit to the senate vorable
reply
proposition. It was
Grande valley will not only directly en- sible. In fact,
conibrtbuted nearly dertaking, and as the then condition ot official, and alleged expert opinion, the In the negative. Now, as this bill
s
the proceedings
of the international thought by some that there would not
rich the farmer, but It will create a $10,000 towards they
the expense of our first the money market In this country ren- alttortiey general Instituted
to
be
confiscate our vested right, commission authorized by the concursufficient time in which to prepare
market for our (factories and commer- preliminary surveys.
The Intelligent dered it impossible to raise the, large
to say nothing of destroying the inherrent resolution of congress of April 29. a constitution for submission for ratificial undertakings, support our rail- business men of El Paso
recamount
of
out
As moat of your readers are probably ent rights of the territory, rights that, 1898, and the correspondence on file in cation on the 9th of November. The
naturally
capital required to carry
ways, ensure capital for the develop- ognized that it would .be much more the proposed
works, I wemft abroad In aware, the territorial courts in. due so far as the company is concerned were, the departments
to result was that the active opposition of
ment of our mines, stock .ranches and
relating
1894
to
a
for
have
their city
with a view to placing the com course found in the company's favor; confirmed by a secretary of the interior the
advantageous
the waters one or two of the party leaders defeated
distribution
of
equitable
lumber camps; each drawing support great storage reservoir created
Eleat
pany's bonds in Europe. Unlfortunate- and on Hhe 10th of October, 1898, the and which five counts have since up- of the Rio Grande."
the proposal.
from, and contributing Ito, the prosperithe suspicion of American invest flinslt
to the federal
phant Butte, which could be made the
supreme held, and as the attorney general must
Now the parties responsible for the
Knowing there was not the slightest
ty of the others. It must he obvious to means of providing water for the irri- ments, especially Irrigation securities, court,appeal
know that, in the clrcumisftJanices, a
Bigalnslt the findings of the terri
every thinking man that the valuable
compilation of the above senate docu- possibility of an enabling act of the us.
had
so
become
universal
notwith
the
.oouiritlsi,
was
Rio
The
federal
of
heard.
torial
that,
to
Grande
above
gation
further
the federal supreme ment omitted every
valley
appeal
rights threatened by (the Culberson-Stepheimportant paper ual kind being passed during the presEl Paso, as well as below, than It standing large sums were expended in supreme court decided all poirits of court can have but one result, a result
that militated against the internation'a! ent short session, and fully recognizing
bill and by the Iniquitous atwould be to have a storage dam hulll properly presemifiug the enterprise to law In ithe company's favor, but referr- Inevitably In our favor, it is difficult to dam
tacks upon the Elephant Butte dam In
project, or that was favorable to the vital importance of New Mexico's
the canon above El
whloh apltalists, none would risk Investment, ed the case back to the lower court tor oonceive the object of his rerly to the the company. Even the
undertaking are not important to one could only be made to Paso, water
opinion of At early admission as ta State, it was a
admi'tteld
merit
obvious
all
the
lthough
inquiry as to the question of fact, viz.. secretary of state. He must know that torn;y General Harmon, the one defin- great disappointment to me that the
provide
locality or to one Interest only. The for the Bl Paso
of
the undertaking.
wioulld the oompalrry's works, if compleof the Rio
there Is no precedent that can justifv ite and authoritative official
document plan proposed was not adopted. For if
people of the territory, as a whole, are Grande
which contains less than
In England, Ithe directors of a pub"c ted, "su'bdtaiftraHy" Interfere with the the intiodiucion of fresh evidence, crea- germane to the
a constitutional convention had been
was suppressboth directly and indirectly Interested a third valley,
question,
the acreage that may be Irri- company are personally responsible to navigability, 'as at present existing," ted since the question of fact was deci- - ed. Who was
called in time to prepare a constitution
In the Elephant Butlte dam case, and as
for
this?
responsible
from the Elephant Butte site. the Investors for good management, of the lower reaches of the Rio Grande? ded by Judge Parker over a year aero, Who was
an entire people, they should unite and gated
responsible for the peculiarly for submission to the people on the fith
In December, 1899, the count of In- - and unless he contemplates impeaching artful
Further, the more
abroad
Investors
people and finding that
of the report of the sen- of November last, when none of the
wording
actively assist me In my defense of our of El Paso realized enlightened
(the danger of havwould .be more likely to entrust their I quiry devoted some twelve days to the the Judges of the territorial courts, ate committee on
rights. I fully recognize that I have ing a great
foreign relations? party leaders on either side would nan
ito
as
of
the
evidence
consideration'
what possible object can there be In
storage reservoir Just above money to an English board of directors.
to the whole history of I dared to risk political extinction by op- long had the sympathy of the people of the city, where
It is impossible to secure an English company was formed to Is question of fact, and o.n the 3d of Jan- dragging the case on by further ap Having regard
New Mexico, that practically every a
thejinternational dam project, can any- - P'sin 1ts ratification, there is no doubt
proper rock floundlatlon for a storage sue 8 per cent preference shares and R uary following;, the decision of the peal?
one doubt that it was General Ansin
micver mat me constitution would
man, woman and child in the territory dam 96 feet or 100
court
was
down.
court
handed
The
feet high. Thought- per cent bonds to be secured by a lease
I may mention here, that In October Mills, or his supporters? Long before have been endorsed by the people of the
with any knowledge of the Elephant ful men also
recognize that a larg fake of the Amrican company's undertaking. found that "the company's! works iast, I sought an interview with the nt the introduction of the Stephens
Butite dam enterprise condemns the
bill, territory, and that congress could have
of
stagnant waiter just abovs
highly influential board of English would not Interfere with the navigabil torney general, with a view to inducing the supporters of the international dam been induced to approve, and ratify, thj
of the attorney general in this therelatively
city would InevrflaMy ruin the city's gentlemen, who became largely Inter ity of the Rio Grande."
him, If possible, to listen to reason, project repeatedly attempted to prohib- same this sesfeion. It was an opporcase. But notwithstanding (their earnas a famous health resort. ested in the enterprise, was secured;
The legaJ (representatives sent out by and to consider the wishes of the peo- it the impounding of the flood waters of tunity not likely ,to happen again in a
est wishes for a speedy vindication of reputation
No, the opposition to
the Elephant .and largely on the strength of the high the department of Justice to assist tne ple of New Mexico and El Paso. For the Rio Grande In New Mexico by legis- quarter of a century or more. A Repubour legal rights, the facts remains that
Butte darn has not come from the peo- rank and representative character of United States attorney attempted to my pains, I was informed that I "did lative action.
I have not received the organized sup
Upon one occasion, they lican senate, a Republican house, in
ple .of El Pae, but from the Amson the menvbwis of ifhe board, the neces- - have the case
(anything to not know what I was talking about," succeeded In getting an amendment
(Concluded on Page Six.)
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CURING RHEUMATISM

marked. "Some people think appear
richly mineralized land known as the
careOrtiz mine grant. These ledges and
Dull Headache, Pains in various parts ance everything. Now, I notice
World Renowned French Remedy
Paris Sends
placer deposits have been worked for of the body, Sinking at the pit of the fully how a girl acts to everybody,
several hundred years, and have yielded stomach, Loss of appetite, Feverish-nes- s, and learn her all round, then make
mind."
my
several million dollars in gold. The OrPimples or Sores are all positive up"Does
it take long?" I inquired
tiz mine grant has been sold to a pow- evidences of impure blood. No matter
(Concluded from Vaga Five.)
A.
interest, I hope; how I
(with
Thomas
polite
headed
erful
by
syndicate,
how it became so, it must be purified
conjunction viitih the largest Republito
stick
inmy crewel needle into
longed
and
the
in order to obtain good health. Acker's
can majority ever polled la 'the terri- It is the Natural Center of the Min- Edison,
To Suffering Humanity.
ventor expects soon to demonstrate the Blood Elixir has never failed to cure him).
a
statehood
rendered
would
have
tory,
A positive ctup for rheumatism, sciatica, lumbago, neuralgia, dys(the Boy's mind had wan
Districts of Northern
of what he regards as Scrofulous or Syphilitic poisons or any
utility
had
been
practical
ing
the
if
proposed
plan
certainty,
dered).
pepsia, pneumonia, kidney and liver complaints, paralysis, sore eyes,
the crowning invention of his life by other blood diseases. It is certainly
New Mexico.
adopted.
bronchitis, deep seated coughs, consumption (first stage), epilepsy and all
'To learn her all- round?"
the
gravfrom
sand,
the
gold
we
sell
rescuing
and
wonderful
to
every
remedy,
With all three territories seeking
inflammatory diseases. Has been admitted and successfully used in the
"Not Very long.- Of course, it deor
this
and
cement
by
grant
el,
quartz
on
a
bottle
Have enabling acts passed, the present
positive guarantee.
leading hospitals of the United States, viz: Bellevue hospital, New York;
pends "
of his
Howard hospital, Philadelphia; John Hoklns university and Maryland
For sale at Fischer's drug storeshort session offers very little chance of MANY ACQUIRED FACILITIES means of an electricalaid process
The man who had been staring at
water.
The
of
the
without
and
own,
Baltimore, Md.; Home of Consumptives, Brooklyn, N. Y.
hospital,
success for any one of them. But New
to
hunt
the
J savagely
ceiling began
John Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md., April 5, 189". The exconstruction of his exeprimental plant
Mexico's claim for statehood is more
old
six
months'
magazine,
through a
periments made here at the hospital with Polinlce Oil, witnessed by me
is now well under way. After thorough
TO THE PUBLIC.
imperative than thalt of either of the The Great Oochiti Districts, as Well as
(Ting ting
ting ting ting
having been very successful, I hereby recommend it in all cases of rheuly testing the appliance the success of My
other 'territories. She has been endmatism.
DR. F. S. ROGER.
age Is fourteen months or so;
ling.)
the Oerrillos, tho New Placers, the
reduction works
not
is
which
doubted,
to
a
for
Statehood
to
walk,
I've
half
century,
ued
Santa Fe, New Mexico. Pedro
I wish he would go the Boy I
one of Santa Fe's leading
myself
be con But I taught
will
to
know
mammoth
Districts
am
of
concerned
now
Other
proportions
and
San
Pedro,
of
a
rheumatism of many years' standing and whose case
and if Republican governor, supportcitizens, cured
mean; OI I wished. Could one be dipHow I shall learn to talk;
structed.'
was considered incurable.
ed by a strong delegation, composed of
lomatic?
lives
who
babe
In
how
Tributary to this City,
fact,
any
NEW PLACERS DISTRICT.
USTBeware of Itnpoaters. The genuine poiynlce oil can be obtained
seven or eight leading Republican and
Both day and night among
"I wonder," I said, "I wonder could
A few miles southwest of Dolores Is His idiotic relatives
only from J. W. Gilmor, general agent Polynice French Medicine Coman equal number of Democrats, were to The New Mexican has the satisfaction
a
me?"
letter
for
you
post
Can learn the English tongue.
situated the extensive New Placers
pany Santa Fe, N. M.
"With the greatest pleasure," said
visit Washington, with a suitable
a map mining district, which comprises the
of
exclusively publishing
W. GILMOR,
make
And
clear
it
would
therefore
I
.rati fled by the people of th3
the
"For
the
Boy.
country?"
showing the numerous mining districts numerous rich gold and silver bearing
(Nor deem the act amiss)
Pk lynice French Medicine Co.
for the country."
General
for
"Yes,
territory, and ask a Republican senate naturally tributary to Santa Fe. It was lode claims in the
Agent
we
hear
all
when
we
What
chance
have
Golden
around
hills
'
to approve
and a Republican house
(O! my evil star!)
Is language such aB this:
Office
residence of Ped o Delgado, Esq., College
drawn and engraved expressly for use and in the neighboring Tuerto moun "Ze
"O! that's all right," he said.
"OP wootsy woots!"
"I
such constitution, the request, if prop- in
peclous
sing!"
acfound
be
will
and
these columns,
and
silver
the
copper
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
"His
gold,
tains;
muzzer's
tunnin'
1,
great
pet!"
an
need not run with it." Then, in
erly presented and adequately urge
curate, complete and instructive. It is mines around San Pedro, two miles fur- "Ze itty, pltty, witty toots!"
see the next
"You
tone:
could not fail It'o, receive a favorable
explanatory
call
det?"
Will
at
"Now
does
what
on
the
danma
any address upon receipt of postal, FREE.
part ther south, and several miles of pay
deserving of careful study
morning. Any
Hours: From 8 to 9 a. m. 1 to 2 and 7 to 8 p. m.
post out is
response.
one interested in the future placer ground. This district unquestion- They tell me that a drink's a "dink;"
of
every
time till ten will do."
Statehood is admittedly desirable,
the
of
and
Capital
milare;
"Angles"
My
fingers
amount
prosperity
to
of
growth
holds
values
the
ably
My heart sank. The Man who had
and necessary to the progress of New
think is "sink," or also "fink;"
and the localities immediately en- lions of dollars, and as development That
looked up hopefully turned to the
And that a car's a "tar."
Mexico; and I most strongly urge that city
is
attention
it.
con
Especial
work is prosecuted the showing
With "tumpty tump" and "bow wow wow," frontispiece once more.
the 'territorial Ifarietuiure proceed, ft vironingto
'
And "diddly, diddly, dee,"
it in detail.
called
If he would would absorb the con
stantly improves. Two groups of cop And
the earliest possible moment, w pass
other phrases that, I vow,
MANY FACILITIES.
per mines near San Pedro, known as
there might still be
versatiou,
me.
to
an act authorizing the governor to call
Are
useless, quite,
Fe No. 2, emNo. 1
chance. Yet, if the Boy found him
a constitutional convention to draft a
It will be observed in the first place Santa Fesixteen and Santa claims, were So when from mother, aunt and all
self too well entertained he might
patented
constitution to be submitted to the peo- that Santa Fe is the only city in this bracing
I've gained a moment's grace,
recently transferred to the Santa Fe With none to clutch me lest I fall,
instay forever. But the Mau was by
the
ple for ratification before the 5 It'll
that
advantages
enjoys
region
Or stare me in the face,
this time in such a state of nervou
meets; that the 'territorial legis- evitably accruing from location on two Gold and Copper Mining Company for
printed out this statement rude
as to be incapable of con
irritability
lature also authorize the appointment competing railroad lines, the great San- a consideration estimated to be equiva- I've
(The letters learned with pain
versation
From cans of patent baby food),
by the governor of seven Democrats and ta Fe system affording it direct rail lent to $750,000.
His very boots expressed his desire
And hope 'tis not In vain.
COPPER AND MICA.
seven Republicans, to be recommendcommunication with the east, west and
Edwin L. Sabln, in Woman's Home Comto summarily eject the Boy. How I
ed for such appointment by the Re- south, and the Denver & Rio Grande
Northwest and north of Santa Fe, In
panion.
wished he would!
publican and Democratic central com- railroad connecting it directly with Rio Arriba county, are deposits, where
"Our friend is suffering already
mittees respectively or otherwise, to at- northern New Mexico and Colorado and large kidneys of almost pure copper
from home sickness," said that
tend at Washington, with tihe governor, all points in the east, west and south, have been found on the surface, and big
wretched superfluity.
as a delegation 'representing 'the people and thus in one important respect at bodies of good copper ore are known to
I laughed the tears into mine eyes,
of New Mexico as a unit, so soon as the least its transportation facilities are exist; the promising Headstone mining ::
and pricked m3'self badly
57th congress meets, to advocate before
the
of
in
east
Tierra
other
Amarilla;
district
city
superior to those of any
"Have you seen that sketch?" said
congress anj its proper committees, the New Mexico or Arizona. Right here It valuable mica mines west and south of
the Man at length, handing me the
admission of New Mexico into the sis- should be noted that it is located on two Tres Pledras, now being operated by a
on tlie page, wri
paper.
terhood of state's. Congress has pow- rival express lines reaching all parts of strong Colorado Springs company; and
BOY came at 7:30 p. m. onlfl ten in Something
me consid
interested
pencil,
in
THE
view of the present politicil the
er, and
I did not want. him. I erably.
offers a choice between over 1,000 acres of pay placer lands
country;
status, would. I believe, at once ap- two competing telegraph lines with all
knew that the moment might come
up the Chama river from
"What is that?" asked the Boy, con
prove and accept any suitable consti- quarters of the globe, and is soon to be
and including much of the adja- when his presence would be positively descendingly.
tution that had been adopted by the brought into close communication with cent mesa land, as well as the river bed. obnoxious, yet I could not get rid of
"Harper's," said the Man.
him. He was
people of the territory. The president all the principal cities and towns of
(in so far
TAOS COUNTY WEALTH.
"Have they changed the cover.
could then, ami would, by proclamation
a
to
have
said
be
could
he
as
meaning), then?" he inquired; "it will get mixed
Bernalillo, San Miguel, Mora, Colfax.
East of Rio Arriba and north and
declare New Mexico to be a state; thus Taos and Illo Arriba counties by means
with Pearson s.
of Santa Fe is fruitful Taos
He sat on the sofa, and put himself
assuring the .sipeeldy development of our of projected telephone lines. It is also northeast
"It is Pearson's," said the Man; "I
is traversed by the Santa
which
county,
and
one
not
32
of made a mistake.
resources,
distinct attitudes,
inagrniftcenit
protecting connected with all the tributary min- Fe division of the Denver & Rio Grande into
What do you think
waexactour
to
all
time
for
'natural right
the
IS THE
an excellent system of railroad, and is reached from this city which was graceful. I could' not
of it? he turned to me
districts
by
ing
ters of the Rio Grande for the irrigaly tell him to go, and anything short of
"It seems a bit startling," said the
roads.
resourcewagon
roads.
In
this
wagon
PLACE
by
good
tion of our lands. Statehood Is unques-terithat he disregarded.
THE COCHITI.
Boy,
ful county are found the Ojo Caliente
.progress, and if statehood is to 'About thirty-fiv- e
He wore a pink striped' waistcoat
FOR
I looked up, and my eyes met the
miles almost due mining district, the copper mining dis
and a blue tie.
tionably essential to New Mexico's ma-b- west of Santa Fe as the bird flies, in the
Man's.
Amizett gold
was
idol
not
in
attained, mow is the appointed time. rugged yet not lofty mountains on the trict east of Embudo, the east
his
did
He
admire
me;
"Have you a pencil?" I asked, coura
of Tres- and silver mining district
It is the imperative duty of every citiRio Piedras, and the cluster of rich gold dis short frocks and fuzzy hair. Other geously. "I should like to mark this.'
of the
zen in the territory to 'help in the good other side
seasoned
but
belle,
I wrote a tiny note in the margin;
located the famous Cochiti tricts north and northeast of Taos, boys worship the
cause. Too long have they endured Grande, is
his taste in enslavers was the only one only one word, in fact.
mining district, the great and enduring known as the Rio Hondo, Keystone, La
too
submitted
political bondage;
long
"I always annotate books," ap
mammoth gold and sil- Belle and Red River districts. Further peculiar thing about him. I never cared
to 'taxation without representation; too value of whose
been east, in Colfax county, are the profitable for the very young attached to me; proved the Boy
has
ver
ledges
quartz
bearing
and the very young despairing for an
long been denied a voice in the councils
The Man took the magazine and
a peradventure. gold mines of the
n
of the nation. Let Democratic and Re- demonstrated beyond
other is even worse.
looked at the page; he looked happier
of this district is about
belt
mineral
The
the
and
and
Baldy districts,
publican leaders lay aside all party six
He did1 not even talk of Her. I wished than he had done since his entrance.
by seven miles in extent, and is lit- mines near Cimarron. The mines in all
jealousies' and petty differences, and
he had. I would have sympathized to
"Thank you," he said, so fervently
of
veins
with
ribbed
parallel
these districts are undergoing systemwork for the welfare of our glorious erally
from 5 to 50 atic and extensive development work, the best of my power. Presumably, I that he aroused the Boy's curiosity
"Land of Sunshine" without thought quartz, varying in width
too
antique in his estimation (I
"May I look?" he asked. "Unless it
in the pre- and many of them are realizing their was
--MANUFACTURER OF-of political preferment, o.r personal am- feet, that all carry values
was 27) to take an interest in such is poetry."
bition. Bet tea a state under a Repub- cious metals. Several of these large owners steady yellow profits at the things. He talked of love, to make up
"It is poetry," said the Man. "The
lican ailminlstiration than a territory ledges have already been extensively mills and smelters.
for his silence on the nearer subject.
nicest verse I have ever seen."
ore
all
of
the
and
developed,
practically
under Democratic control.
Better a
A NEW DISTRICT.
listened and wearied and took out the
He looked regretfully at the clock
handstate under 1), tnocratic administration at present being taken out yields on
of fancy work I kept for the Boy, and and at the Boy and me. "I am afraid
northeast
east
and
the
mills
at
some
the
Immediately
cynide
profits
than a territory under Republican con
never
finished.
resI must"
Pecos river forest
trol. Let all unite in striving for full ground. The surface showing of ore is Santa Fe is the
He spoke with the superior air of one
"Must you?" said the Boy, cheer
and as development ervation, partly In this county and partoitizeniship for the people of New Mex truly wonderful,
I
the
was, lam fully; "that's the best of living on the
ignorant.
men become ly in San Miguel county. This reserve instructing
in congress work proceeds mining
absent-mindeico, and our representative
and he lan spot; we need never hurry away.
descovers a section of the rugged Santa Fe afraid,
will soon cease to lie congressional out more and more convinced that it is
"Have you oiled your door lock?'
of mountains. In which are found guished after awhile.
casts, voteless political eunuchs, power- tined to prove a second Cripple Creek. range
I offered him sweets, and insulted asked the Man. "It was very stiff
Indications of
less to defend tire rights of the people This district is reached direct' from many promising surface
him into a ruby blush
when I last tried it."
Santa Fe in six hours by means of a gold, silver, copper, iron and coal ,and
they represent.
After that he stared sadly at me, as
develthe
I put down my work. "I must see
believed
It
that
or
is
line
confidently
by
pri
stage
daily
M.
NATHAN E. BOYD,
D.,
will soon if he had come for no other purpose whatI can do," I said; I felt lappy
now
In
work
progress
The
is
road
The
vate
opment
good.
conveyance.
Director General of the Rio Grande
Copper, than to feast his eyes for one last time enough to laugh. If the Boy would
immense resources of the district Invite disclose much pay material.
Land and Irrigation. Company.
adiored features.
only stay on the sofa he might come
an early extension of the Denver & Rio iron, mica, and coal that burns readily, onHemywas
very like the immortal Toots. again and stay ten hours,
surface
on
the
discovered
to
have
Fe
been
Grande railroad from Santa
At
last the conversation got upon its
He jumped up. "I'll help him to
LA GRIPPE QUICKLY CURED.
within two or three miles of this city.
Bland.
and in a rickety fashion managed
lever the door open," he said.
It
"In the winter of 1898 and 1899 I was
A large body of Are clay of superior legs,
CERRILLOS DISTRICT.
SITUATED IN NEW MEXICO AND COLORADO, ON THE
wants stronger hands than yours;
taken down with a severe attack of
about two to Iseep moving.
been
has
opened
quality
Cerrillos
the
observed
that
be
will
It
The marriage question (not the im- can post that letter besides."
Is now
what is called La Grippe," saya F. L,
It
and
Fe
miles
Santa
canon,
up
Fe
in
located
Santa
mining district is
ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE, AND UNION
proper marriage question) seemed to
"It is on the hall table," I told him.
Hewett, a prominent druggist of
south of this city, and is supplying the penitentiary
interest him greatly. He did not ask
111.
"O, that's all right. I can get it
"The only medicine I used county, nearly
used.
of
much
the
with
clay
plant
reached by railroad, as well as by good
PACIFIC, DENVER AND GULF ROADS.
when I go out," he said. "Good-bwas two bottles
of Chamberlain's
gold for my advice, but merely soliloquized
wagon roads. It is quite extensive, and Several lode claims, carryingCochiti
some length. He mentioned1 the deat
his
till
senior
He
waited
politely
the
Cough Remedy. It broke up the cold
nearly resembling
of
remarkably varied in ii,s mineral re- quartz in
the im- had had his inning.
and stopped the coughing like magic, sources.
ACRES
LAND
appearance, are being opened sirability of early marriages;
quartz
It embraces the famous
a
to
share
ten
possibility
'Till I return then," said the Man.
asking
girl
Fe
and I have never since been troubled
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for
these
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Mexico is so fortunately located that It between an education and1 an income.
kinds grow to perfection.
further south and west.
"Conafter the first two seconds.
ailments. For sale by Ireland.
ought to command the trade of nearly "Besides, they might marry."
OLD PLACER DISTRICT.
found that fellow. Don t mind, dear;
Then come the rich and extensive au all the mining districts of the large and
"To be sure," I assented. "And there they are to last me a long time."
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To the holders of Territorial Certif- Old Placer mining district, which em- ness incident to its being the
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FIRST SUBMARINE CABLE,
Which was made from an ordinary
wire, insulated with gutta percha, was
laid across the English channel about
fifty years ago. It was also about the
came time that Hostetter's Stomach
dyspepsia
BUt'cri", linecure, was (irt t Introduced to' the public;
and its success as a family medicine
during these years almost eclipses that
it
of the submarine cable', w'hife
stands atone as ithe one reliable remedy
for dyspepsia, 'Indigestion.,
flatulency,
conetlpation, biliousness, nervousness
or Ine'cmnla. If you are a sufferer from
diseases, it is because you ihave
never tried the Bitters. Try It at once,
if you would be well. It will strengthen
your entire system, and produce sound
sleep, and good health must naturally
follow.
A Collector.
"So your father la a coin collector?"
"Yes; he koops a toll gate."
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Pharmacy.
Well Named.
"I wonder why the composer called
this a cradle song!"
"Probably because It has a rocky

rJ

o

Caye-tan-
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Persons who cannot take ordinary
pills find it a pleasure to take DeWltt's
Little Early Risers'. They are the best
little liver pills ever made. Ireland's

SICK HEADACHE ABSOLUTELY

WORDS

TO WOMEN.

world-renown-

"

FREQUENT COUGHING
Inflames the lungs. Foley's Honey and
Tar stops the coughing and heals the
lungs. The ordinary cough medicines
which are simply expectorants, will not
Women who suffer with disorders necu- - do this, as they keep the lungs irritat
Har to their sex should write to Dr. Pierce ed in
throwing off the phlegm. Fischer
and receive free the advice of a physician
of over thirty years' experience a skilled Drug Co.
and successful specialist in the diseases
Notice for Publication.
of women.
Every letter of this sort has
the most careful consideration and is, of
(Homestead Entry No. 8819.)
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 7, 1901
course, regarded as sacredly confidential.
Many sensitively modest women write fully Notice is hereby given that the following
to Dr. Pierce what they would shrink from named settlor lias Hied notice of his intention
to make filial proof in support of his claim,
telling to their local physician. The local and
that said proof will be made before the
physician is pretty sure to say that he can- register or receiver
Santo Fe on February
not do anything without "an examina- la, 1901, viz: Jutina atGonzales,
for the sw!i
tion." Dr. Pierce holds that these distastesection 27. township 17 north,
10 east.
ful examina'ions are generally needless,
He names the following range
witand that no woman, except in rare cases, nesses to prove liis continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land, viz
should submit to them.
Kodriguez, Antonio Ortiz David
Dr. Pierce's treatment will cure you
and Nestor hena, all of Santa Fe,
right in the privacy of your own home. " '
Manuel It. Otero, Register.
His "Kavorite Prescription" has cured
hundreds of thousands, some of them
"I
have
always used Foley's Honey
the worst imaginable cases. It is the
only medicine of its kind that is the pro- and Tar cough medicine, and think It
duct of a regularly graduated phvsician. the best in the
world," says Charles
Some unscrupulous medicine dealers may
offer you a substitute.
Don't take it Bender, a newsdealer of Erie. Pa. Noth- Don't trifle with your health. Write to Dr
ng else as good. Fischer Drug Co.
K. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.,
take his
Notice for Publication.
advice aud be well.
Mrs. R. D.
(Homestead Entry No. 4,521.1
of Lebanon,
Land Otficn nt Snntn Vb K M . Inn 11 idfil
warren Co.. o.,
writes : " I drop Notice is hereby given that the following
vou a line this named settler lias tiled notice of his Intention
to make final proof in support of his claim,
morniug to let you and that said proof
will lie made lmf'orn tlm
Ch
know that I have
or receiver at Santa Fe on February
register
received the Medical 20,
viz: Lorenzo Komero y Martinez,,
for
Adviser, and how the1901,
s'S nw!4 section 1, township 1( north,
very much pleased I
range 9 east. He names the following wit
ntn wiin n. a crisp.
nesses to prove niscoiituiuoiis residence upon
and
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,

'

pleasant herb drink. Cures constipation
and Indigestion, makes you eat, sleep,
work and happy. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. 25 cts. and 50 eta.
For sale at Fischer's drug store.
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Mon-for- t,

could not tempt me to part
Willi 11.

,
'

On receipt of 21 one
cent stamps, to pay cost
of, mailing only, we will
send free to any address
a paper-bouncopy of
Dr. Pierce's great 1000
page book, "The Com
mon bense Medical Ad
viser."
Or, the same
book bound in fine
French cloth will be sent for 10 cents extra
to pay the cost of this more handsome and
more durable binding. Address World's
Dispensary Medical Ass'n, Buffalo, N Y

j

Remington Typewriter lasts

sgp

M)ckoff,

Seamans

3i

longest 5o does

Benedicr,

1645 Champa

A MISUNDERSTANDING.
Misunderstood symptoms of disease

fhe Remington OperalorJ

327 Broadway,

New York'

Street, Denver, Colo.

The FIRST

cultivation of said land, viz Jliiuuel
Mariano Komero, Teodosio Rodri-

guez and Jose Monro) a. all of Santa Ke. N. M.
Manubl R. Oieho, Register.

lead doctors to treat something else
when the kidneys are out of order. Fo- ley's Kidney Cure will bring you health
wheji other medicines have failed. Take
no substitute. Fischer Drug Co.
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HON. CHARLES A. SPIESS,
Member
of
the
Council of the 34th Legislative Assembly,
"What a lot of acquaintances that
man must have!"
A man
of ' political constructive
During the years 1893, 1S94 and 1895 he
"What man?"
ability is rare.to And. When euch a was elected to and served with" credit
OP"Why, the one all the other men have man possesses In addition
political sa- as a member of the city board of eduBLOOD, SKIN AND NERVE SPECIALIST
to go out to soe."
gacity and oratorical powers, he is cation of Santa. Fe. He also, served one
Ry a new method I CURE men nrni women of aeiual
No Better Authority
sterilily, blood poison, skin disease and
bound to be prominent in the. councils year very efficiently as mayor of the
THOUSANDS SENT INTO EXILE.
You aro looking handsome tonight, deellnp.
My treatment is different from any other, and
no Injurious driifrs. My fees are within rearli of all
Miss Flite, Bagster remarked in the
Every year a large number of poor of his party, no matter what it be, and city.
me
a history of your ease. My professional opinrite
re sore and is sure to receive the choicest gifts
ion is FKEE. No trial
n ri iv i v.. R.
sufferers, whose lungs
pauses of the dance.
1894 he was nominated for the legIn
win
be sent until ordered. Address
medicine
So
1110
Mr.
a
few minutes
PALEJY, President
J. I). VAUGHJY, Cashier
racked wltlh coughs are urged to go to within the power of such a party to islative
Smythe told
PH.
Colorado Springs, Colorado.
council
from
Fe
Santa
county,
ago.
another climate. But this is costly an'i give. Hon. Charles A. Spiess- is for these and in a vote of 3,300 was beaten
only
that
Bagster
n
(only remembering
not always sure,. Don't be an exile when reasons one of the
leadFatal delays are caused by experi
votes.
Smythe is his hated rival) Well, you
Dr. King's New Discovery for 'Con- ers of the Republican party and a po- by thirteen
wouldn't
believe
anything that chnmj menting with cough and cold cures. Fo
1896
litical
the
fall
cure
in
In
will
home.
election
at
of
he
the
It's
power
The
you
sumption
again said, would yb;i? Philadelphia Times. ley's Honey and Tar will prevent a cold
parterritory.
the most infallible medicine for Coughs, ty goes to him for advice; it goes to accepted a nomination for the territofrom resulting in Pneumonia. Fischer
disto
him
on
rial
in
Throat
lead
and
all
it
ticket
and
the
his
its battles', and, it gives
of
Colds,
council,
Lung
party, A powerful engine cannot be run with Drug Co.
eases on earth. The first dose brings to. him the best positions that he may and his election followed by a. handsome majority. His services in the as- a weak boiler, and we can't keep up the
relief. Astounding cures ' result from desire.
strain of an active life with a weak Carry Tour Golf Clubs to California
persistent use. Trial bottles free nt' Mr. Spiess- was born in Johnson coun- sembly were performed with courage, stomach; neither can we stop the hu
Don't give up golf in winter. Folio
Fischer Drug Co., Price 50o and $1.00. ty, Mo., March 19, 1867. He was educat- zeal and ability.
your fad in winterless California und ;r
man
machine
to
make
the
If
repairs.
Every bottle guaranteed.
ed in the" public schools of his native
Soon thereafter he moved back to stomach cannot digest enough food to summer skies.
Golf grounds and expert players at
state, hits schooling having been com- Las Vegas:, and was appointed district keep the body strong, such a prepara
A Wide Gulf.
pleted toy a course at the Missouri Nor- attorney for San Miguel and Mora tion as Kodol Dyspepsia Cure should principal California resorts. Exhibition
Briggs I hear you have been operat- - mal
College, from which Institution he counties by Governor ptero, which of- be used. It digests what you eat, and it games, January, February, March, by
ing in Wall street". :
United States open champions, Davit
fice he has filled with great credit to simply can't help but do you good. IreUriggs A great mistake. I've been graduated with honors.
Bell and Willie Smith.
In 1888 he came to Las Vegas, and for himself and to the people,
operated upon. Harper's liazar.
land's Pharmacy.
Take the. CALIFORNIA LIMITED
a while did clerical work in that city,
Hon.
Frank Springer
Together with
BLOWN TO ATOMS.
via SANTA FE ROUTE, Chicago to Los
afterward
Mora
in
Dur- - he was at the November election chosen
settling
county.
The old Idea that the body sometimes
.Equal Tasks.
Angeles.
his residence in Mora he served one by a brilliant majority to represent San
needs a powerful, drastic, .purgative pi'i ing as
Mrs.
Nash
I would as soon try to Ask for illustrated pamphlets.
year
asdeputy probate clerk and
Miguel county in the thirty-fourt- h
has been exploded; for Dr. King's New
make
Mars
hear as you, when I ask you The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
R'y.
Removing to Santa Fe, he com- - isla.tive council, where ramnne- manv for money.
Life Pills; which are perfeotlliy toairTniless,
law
his
studies
pleted
commenced
some
eminent
s
both
Mr.
Nash
are
conspicu-yearexHver
to
legislators
and bowels
Better, then, turn your FROST
gently sitiimulate
(Home Office, Baltimore, Md.;
BITES AND CHILBLAINS
before, being admitted to prac- - ous for their ability and .force of chart-ic- whole attention to Mars; you'll got just
pel poisonous matter, cleanse the sys- e
In 1891.
of
out
cured
as
at
much
it
Quickly
acter.
Banner
by
the
Salve,
today
you'll
get
tem and absolutely cure Cons.tipati.in
from me.
most healing remedy in the world.
and Sick Headache. Only 25c at FischFischer Drug Co.
er & Co.'S' drug store.
Paid Up Cash Capital
.
For the weakness and prostration fol$1,500,000.00
Ireland, the druggist, will refund you
Recent experiments show that all
there Is nothing so classes of foods may be
lowing;
aftgrippe
are
not
if
satisfied
your
money
you
dicompletely
Bonds
By a Back Entrance,
of
Surety
Every Description.
prompt and effective as One Minute
Notice for Publication.
a preparation called Kodol er using' Chamberlain's Stomach and
"Who is that dumpy,
thing Cough Cure. This preparation Is highly gested by
Liver Tablets. They cure disorders of
No. .1,447.)
di(Homestead
which
Cure,
Dyspepsia
Entry
to
room
the
down
with
the
absolutely
supper
going
Land Office at Sunta Fe, N. M Jan. HI. 19D1
handsome young captain?" asked the indorsed as an unfailing remedy for all gests what you eat. As it is the only the stomach, biliousness, constipation
tice is hereby given that the following
throat and lung troubles, and Its early combination of all the natural digest-ant- s and headache. Price, 25 cents. Samples named
rl with the shell-likears.
settler has fllerl nnti,.a r,f M.ii,iti.,
FIDELITY.
CONTRACT.
JUDICIAL.
to make final proof in support of
"I forgot her name," replied the girl use prevents consumption. It was made
his claim,
ever devised, the demand for it has free.
and
said proof will be made before
that
t0
cure
the
with the lovely dimple. "Sho's an upquickly. Ireland's Pharmacy.
become enormous'. It has never failed
register or receiver nt Santa Ke. on Mareli 9,
start whose mother got her Into society
Engraved visiting cards, elegant and 19ul. viz: Manuel Kimrlrtvul fn.l,ac.K unl. r.9
to cure the very worst cases of indiAn Imitative Woman.
JUDICIAL BONDS EXECUTED WITHOUT DELAY.
in some way without giving her a comineu'iun
nw'i ot ne'i arid uefi of nw'4 of
at
low
the
Mexican
at
Niv
prices
section 13, township 17 north, range 12 east.
Mrs. Wlgg That odious widow, the gestion, and it always gives instant reg-out
party." Chicago Tribune.
office.
He
names
the
to
witnesses
Printing
following
hateful thing, has gone and gotten a lief. Ireland's Pharmacy.
prove
Ills contlnllns rpifletirn
m.
n.,l.i.
of said liiiii,
Like bad dollars, all counterfeits of dress made exactly like mine.
S. Arno'd, Uionieio
a
When
is
want
mild
that
you
Plneiilo
haildovnl.
physic
Ariniir,
Mrs. Wagg That's nothing,
Doubtful Surgery.
Sho's
DeiWitt's Witch Hazel Salve are worthand gentle, easy to take and pleasaht doval, all of Pecos N. M.
less. The original quickly cures piles, trying to marry my husband's twin
Mahubl R. Oteko, Register.
Cherley Those Kansas men have been in effect,
use Chamberlain's Stomach
brother. Philadelphia Record.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
sores and all skin diseases. Ireland's
pulling Uncle Rudolph's leg for a week. and
25
Liver
Tablets.
cents,
Price,
Charley's Aunt My goodness, has it
Reports show a, greatly increased
Pharmacy.
Solicited.
Correspondence
W.
L.
Samples free. Every box guaranteed.
Yancy, Paducah, Ky., writes:
death rate from throat and lung trou- been out of place?
"I had a severe case of kidney disease,
For sale by Ireland.
Charley Yes, in one of their joints.
bles, due to the prevalence of croup,
They Keep Bight On.
and three of the best physicians in
"I see that a Swiss engineer has in- pneumonia and grippe. We advise the
southern Kentucky treated me without
vented a brake that will stop a flying ex- use of One Minute Cough Cure in all of
success. I was induced to try Foley's
these difficulties. It is. the only harm- press train Inside, of eight yards."
Kidney Cure. The first bottle gave im"Good. But how about the passengers """"
tgThe Only Original Gold's Curiosity Shop in the City.
-,
remat
gives immeaiate
'c.i.uuj
mediate relief, and three bottles cured
aro they expected to stop, too?"
suits. Children Ilk It. Ireland's Phar
me permanently.
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
I gladly recommend
macy.
this wonderful remedy." Fischer Drug
CAN BE CURED BY USING
DYSPEPSIA
One Point of Difference.
Co.
"What's the matter with
ACKER'S
asked
the sympathetic friend; "anyou?"
attack of
Dyspepsia Tablets. One little Tablet grip?"
And
HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSIONS.
will give Immediate relief or money re
"No, this isn't grip. I haven't limn to
Another
series
of
homeseekers'
excurfunded. Sold in handsome tin boxes at stay at homo and send for a doctor. This
DEALER IN
sions has been arranged for, and all
is simply a bad cold."
25 cts.
Washington
In
agents
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, KanPost.
For sale at Fischer's drug store.
sas and Nebraska are authorized to sell
Millions of people are familiar with
tickets to points in New Mexico and
No Terrors.
GOLD, Prop.
Arizona, on all railroads, at one fare
Watts I broke a mirror yoaterday. DeWltt's Little Early Risers, and those
who
use
them
find them to be famous
plus $2 for the round trip, dates of sale
Isn't there a superstition of some kind
Established 1859.
little liver pills. Never gripe. Ireland's
connected with breaking a mirror?
January 1 and 15, February 5 and 19,
Potts Yes; It means seven years' bad Pharmacy.
March 5 and 19, April 2 and 16. Tickets
iuck.
will be good for return passage twenty-on- e
Her New Duties.
Rows and Arrows, Tom-to"It does? I'm glad to hear it. If I
Drums, War Clubs and Rattlos, Buckskin
days from date of sale. For particam in for seven years' bad luck, I am
"What's become of the 'new woman
Beaded Goods, Mexican Coin Jewelrv, Mexican Opals and Turuols, Mexulars call on any agent of the Santa Fe
sure of living that long, anyhow " In we heard so much about a few year,
ican Blankets, Mexican Feather Cards, Mexican Cigars, Mexican ChocoRoute.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
ago?"
dianapolis Press.
late, Chlmayo Indian Blankets, Yaqui Indian Blankets, Moqui Indian
Santa Fe, N. M.
Oh, sho's probably kept busy makin
Blankets, Apache Indian Baskets, Yaqui Indian Baskets, Pueblo Indian
W. .f. BLACK. G. P. A., Topeka, Kan.
GOOD ADVICE.
baby clothes for her crandfihilrirftn now.
Baskets, Acoma Pottery, Aztec Idols and Curios, Santa Clara Pottery,
The most miserable beings in the
Navajo Indian Blankets "A Specialty" Mexican Drawn Work.
Chicago
world are those suffering from Dyspep.
Santa Fe
New Mexico.
sia and Liver Complaint. More than
HOW TO CURE THE GRIP.
makes
and
bla&fer
cent
seventy-fiv- e
in
the
of
kidaeys
tfahi.
Remain quietly at home and take
per
people
rioner s jjrug atore.
'the United States are afflicted with, Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, as dithese two diseases and their effects: rected, and a quick recovery is sure to
To St. Paul and Minneapolis via the
Such as Sour Stomach, Sick Headache, follow. That remedy counteracts any
Habitual Costlveness, Palpitation of tendency of the grip to result in pneuWabash Line.
Water-brasttle Heart, Heart-burmonia, which is really the only serious
Through first class Sleeping Car leaves
Kansas City 9.20 p. in. and arrives St..
Gnawing and Burning Pains at the Pit danger. Among the tens of thousands
Paul 0.05 p. 111. and Minneapolis 0.15 p.
of the Stomach, Yellow Skin, Coated who have used It for the
not one
grip
m. next day.
Tongue and Disagreeable Taste in the case has ever been reported that did not
Most coniortablo route to the North.
Mouth, Coming up of Food after Bating, recover. For sale by Ireland.
SOUTH
OF PLAZA.
The Wabash is also the most direct
Low Spirits, etc. Go to your Druggist
and only through ear line to the Eat
and get a bottle of August Flower for
Need of Discipline.
without change at either St. Louis or
75 cents.
Two doses will relieve you.
Deacon Spauldlng 1 see that the eov- Chicago.
Try it. Get Green's Prize Almanac.
ernment wants thirty chaplains for the
Apply to nearest ticket agont or write
to tho undersigned who will reserve
Benton
Brother
Then
our
let's
get
'
berths in Sleeping Cars.
PILES OF PEOPLE
pastor one of the jobs; then he won't be
See us for car lots hay, grain, alfalfa or potatoes.
Pun,. P. Hitchcock,
Testify to the merit of Banner Salve in able to sail under false colors.
Gen.
Pass.
Agt.
Dept.
curing piles. It is guaranteed. Fischer
Denver, Colo.
There Is always danger In using counIMPORTED VEGETABLES.
Drug Co.
terfeits of DeWltt's Witch Hazel Salve,
HOME PRODUCTS.
Small French Peas, per can
20c
The original is a safe and certain cure
small French Peas
25c We believe in selling home products
Extra
for piles. It is a soothing and healing
LET
YOUR
HON. CARL A. DALIES,
whenever possible.
30c
salve for sores and all skin diseases.
Very email Freeh Peas
NEXT TRIP-B15c
can
25c Las Cruces H. P. Tomatoes
Mushrooms,
Member of the House of Representatives of the 34th Legislative Assembly.
Ireland's Pharmacy,
large
SOUTHWARD! Via the
20c
...15c Las Cruces H. P. Peaches
Mushrooms, small can
Forced Kindness.
The Republican party believes in pon, Wis,, also called the birthplace of
15c & 25c
Small cans mushrooms, nice for small Las Cruces Green Chile
Mrs. Lipton never chides bor husband bringing to the front young men. Here the Republican party. There Mr. Dalies
3 lbs for 25c
families or special orders at hotels Larga Espanola Prunes1
when be comes home with too much on in New Mexica especially the Grand spent his early youth, and It Is not
and
restaurants.
board.
Old
honors the young strange that In that historic town he
You bet she doesn't. Then's the only men party frequently
who, side by side with the veter- imbibed
great principles of the partlmo that he has nerve enough about
ans of political fights, battle for princi- ty of Linicolnr and Grant. The public
'Our Own" Coffee, I lb and 2 lb cans, per lb, 25c.
him to hold his own against her.
saving of 12.00 on eaoh tloket
ple and honor. Uat November fully schools of Ripon gave Mr. Dalies his
of the men elected to office in education. At the age of 18 he came to
It artificially digests the food and aids EXPERIENCE IS THE BEST TEACHER. USE the lfiteirriit'O'ry
up serrlee.
FERNDALE PRODUCTS.
were young men. Among New Mexico, where he accepted a posiNature in strengthening and
Acker's English Remedy In any case of
fflA
L
New
A.
Everything under this brand is of the Why use other and probably inferior
orin
tion
mercantile
York and Boitoc.
is
moet
the
of
Carl
establishment
of
these
the
trllldatit
the exhausted digestive
colds
or
croup. Should it fall
highest quality and handled in all
laundry soap when you can get
is the latest discovered digest coughs,
Dalies, of Belenv one of the two men his uncle, John Becker, at Belen, with
gans.
give Immediate relief, money refund- sent
uk your Ticket Agent.
PEET'S SILK SOAP
respectiS in the most careful manner.
ant and tonic. No other preparation to
to the house of representatives of which he is still connected. Mr. Dalies
25 cts. and 60 cts.
ed.
Ferndiale Shrimps, per can
can approach it in efficiency. It in
.....30c
by dimply asking us ten send that
embiiLio.us and capable young
the
Valencia
an
is
means
runs
the
Wabaih
where
assembly
by
legislative
' ;
40c
Fern dale Lobsters, per can
brand. It is worth your while to see
stantly relieves and permanently cures For sale at Fischer's drug store.
man, sort of a protege of the gallant
county.
there free Chair Cars T Tw,alr!
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Heartburn,
Feral ale Salad Dressing
'.....30c that your dishes andi your clothtag
Mr. Dalies is It he son of a Lutheran Coil. J. Francisco Chaves. Mr. Dalles
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, Nausea.
The latest faices of types for letter clergyman,anid' was born at Mn;oi'ie
30c
are washed with a pure, clean, honest
Ferndale Pineapple, per can
has taken aa interest in politics .ever TTIA Niagara Falls at samepriee.
Sick Headache, Gastralgia, Cramps and heads, circular
Ferndale
per bottle
...,30c weight soap such as SILK.
envelopes and the like Falls, a small town near Milwaukee,, since heels' ai voter, and his friends
all other results of imperfect digestion. at the New
shortest and best to St. Louli.
Mexican printing office. Get
on December S, .1875. A yea alter- since he has been a voter, and his
PrieoWc. andll. Large site contains 2H times
mall size. Book all about dyspepsia mulled free your work done at that office and have hi'9 birth
moved with iilm friends predict for him still more prorn- parents
lb tin foil pck., 40c
English Breakfast Tea,
It done weli, quickly and at lowest pos- to .Racine, Wist After one year's rest- - inence In 'territorial affairs than he has P. P.
Vtpared by E. C. OeWITT A CO., Chlcae
HITCHCOCK, .
rslemd's Pharmacy,
sible prices.
dence ait that place tfhey moved- tot Rt- - already achieved.
GENERAL AGT., PASS. DEPT.,
ORtOFF FORMOSA OOLONG TEA,
lb
foil pck., 40c
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CLOCKS, OPTICAL GOODS, JEWELRY NOVELTIES

DIAMONDS,

STERLING SILVER TABLE AND TOILET WARE.

WATCHES,
JEWELRY.

CUT GLASS AND FINE CHINA.
MEXICAN

YOU WILL FIND WE HAVE THE

CARVED

MOST COMPLETE

gSfcSsr

LEATHER GOODS
LINE

IN

THE SOUTHWEST.

The Luna Memorial Fund.
Hon. B. M. Koad, speaker of the house
of tho legislative assembly this afternoon subscribed $10 to tho Luna Mano
rial fund swelling the total amount thus
far received to 8100.
Colonel J. Francisco Chaves, of Va
lencia county, president of the council
callod at the Now Mexican office late
this afternoon and subscribod $60 toward
tho Luna memorial fund, making the
total thus far received 8160.
The Lima Memorial Commission will
meet this afternoon at 4:00 o'clock at the
executive mansion for organization.

Lee, the Hypnotist.
house greeted this enter
taining and marvelous hypnotist at the
opera house last night, and if an audi
ence was ever pleased, last night's was
Everything Just as Represented one of them. After an instructive lecAll Goods Engraved Fue of Charge.
ture he secured seven volunteers, about
SOUTH SIDE.
five proving good subjects. They were
PLAZA
OF
put through the light and amusing
tests, this turning the audience into a
convulsive stale of laughter, and1 this
kept up through the whole performance
with the exception of the cataleptic
tests, which changed them from mirth
to marvel. A subject was placed on
two chairs, while under a hypnotic spell
and without the least difficulty bore the
(Successors to S. ii. Warner & Co. J
weight of four men, who stood on him.
A look into the window of the Dudrow-Taylo- r
Furniture Company will show
the results of the other test. For forty-eighours this man will slumber and
A Complete Line of Household Goods Carried.
then toe wakened at the opera house.
will please you.
A Line of Goods
Program changes nightly. Prices,
will please you. cents.
We solicit your patronage. At prices
The Finest line of Picture Mouldings in the city.
O S. Weather Bureau Notes.
Picture Framino a specialty.
Forocast for New Mexico:
Partly
cloudy tonight, warmer In north portion,
weather.
ami
fair
Hugs.
.Stoves and Ranges, Carpels
Wednesday probably
Yesterday the thermometer registered
as follows: Maximum temperature, 37
IN. Ni degrees, at 2:05 p. m.j minimum,
105.
at 7:40 a. m. The mean temperature for the 24 hours was 28 degrees. Mean dailv humidity 68 per cent.
Temperature at 6:00 a. in. today, 24.
Death of an Old Citizen.
Felipe Romero, a well known and respected citizen of the village of Agua
Fria, five miles from this city, died this
morning at bis home after a brief illness.
He was 03 years of age and had attained
considerable prominence, at one time
representing Santa Fe county in the
WHOLESALE
house of representatives in tho assembly. He leaves several sons and daughand many
ters, some grandchildren
and
friends to mourn his death.
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FLOUR, HAY,

GRAIN, POTATOES,

RETAIL
DEALER

IN

SALT and SEEPS.

Only Exclusive Grain House in City.

TI(E ClfAS.

WAGflEFURJlITUE

CO,

Return to
Lost Gold-rhglasses.
New Mexican office for reward.
n

Bids Wanted.
Proposals for Addition to School House
and a Warehouse Department of the
Interior, Office of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C, Jan. 31, l'JOl. Sealod
proposals endorsed, "Proposals for Addition to School House or Warehouse,
Santa Fe, N. M.," and addressed to tho
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C, will be received at this
ollice until 2 o'clock p. m. of Thursday,
Fob. 28, 1901, for furnishing tho necessary materials and labor to construct
and complete at tha Santa Fe Iudian
School, N. M., an addition to the school
house and a warehouse, in strict accordance wih plans, specifications and Instructions to bidders, which may be examined at this office, tho office of the
New Mexican, Santa Fo, N. M., the
Citizen, Albuquerque, N. M., the Builders and Traders Exchange, Omaha, Neb.,
tho Builders and Traders Exchange,
Milwaukee, Wis., the Northwestern
Manufacturers Association, St. Paul,
Minn., tho Indian Warehouse, No. 235
Johnson St., Cnicago, III., and at the
school. For further Information apply
to Clinton J. Crandall, Supt. Indian
School, Santa Fo, N. M. W. A. Jones,
Commissioner.

MINOR CITY TOPICS.
On Thursday tho board of county commissioners will bold an important meeting.

Owing to tho lack of a quorum city
council transacted no businoss last evening.
At the Exchange: E. A. Robson, St.
Louis; L. C. Wright, Guadalajara: C.
B. Bears, Chicago..,.
Sunday was rally day in 8t. John's
Methodist Episcopal church and 20
adults were admitted to membership.
I. Sparks, manager of the local telephone system urges the public to observe
the new rules tacked up aside of every
telephone. The new switchboard at the
central office works finely.
Earl E. Sldebottom, the competent
law stenographer at the office of Solicitor
General Bartlett, finds that it pays to
His card in the New Mexican
advertise.
is bringing him in lots of business and
he Is kept busy pounding away on his
machine.
Montezuma lodge No. 1, A. F. and A.
M., holds a special convocation this ev
ening at 7:30 at Masonic hall. Work in
the M. M. degree. Visiting Masons are
cordially invited to attend. A collation
will be served in the banquet chamber.
'The man sleeps, but we do not in
lareo letters beneath the show window

Funeral Director.

Glassware. Queenswars. HaviianaGnina

THE OXFORD CLUB.

the

Dudrow-Taylo-

Furniture

r

eyes of passers-by- .
Considerable snow fell In the moun
tains last night and this forenoon and
there were a few snow flurries which
lost their way to the city, but this afternoon the sky was clear and the air
warm.
In today's Issue' appears an advertise
ment for bids for the erection of an ad
dition to the main building and a ware
house at the government Indian school
In this city.
G. Bertone, G. Ber- At the Bon-Tota, Cerrillos; T. i. .ficKereu, seacne;
W. Wilson, Sedalia; H. A. uoictsmi'Dn,
Las Vegas; Aniceto Tuerto, Arizona;
Pedro Placido, Barranca.
At the Palace: W. H. Jack and wife,
Silver Cifty; W. C. Wyman, unicago;
Mrs. C. V. Saftord, Aztec; Miss Olive
Pendleton, Aztec; Karl F. Kraft, Chicago; Harris Lawrence, Mrs. Lawrence,
Butte, Mont.; A. W. Pursley, Mrs. J. C.
Pursley, La Jara, Colo.; C. A. Carruth,
W. Cofcton, Antonito; John Law, An- tanito; 'G. W. Bowen, Denver; Charles
A. Fox and wife, El Paso; Mr. and Mrs.
E. C. Akin, Springfield, 111.; Mrs. J.
Fred Wilcox, Miss Wilcox, Mr. and Mrs.
R. L. Aken, JoHletr J. A. Stelnme'.tz,
New York; John D. W. Veeder, Las
Vegas; B. S. Rodey, Albuquerque; Ja
cob Schick, Detroit; R. W. Hill, Denver; Henry McOramt and wife, Kansas
City; Mrs. A. Travis, Boston.
,
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BEST LOCATED HOTEL IN CITY.

J. T. Foisha

-

Proprietor

Legal Notice.
In the probate court in and for the
county of Santa Fe, turritory of New
Mexico.
In the matter of the estate of Hugo
Rauss, late of Santa Fe county, deceased.
The undersigned hereby gives notice

of his appointment a3 the administrator
of the estate of Hugo Rauss, late of the
county of Santa Fe, deceased, by tho
probate court of said county, on the2'.)th
day of January, 1901, and all persons

estate
having claims against tho said within
are required to present the same
the time and in the manner prescribed
Fkeperick Mui.t.ek,
by law.
Administrator.
Dated January 20, 1001.

PIAXO TUXIXO. REPAIRING.
all work
By an expert workman;
or addrem
apply to Mimic
guaranteed; Wliittuin
Co.
The

Albuquerque, N.

91.

Gunther's Candies,
Eastman's Kodaks,
Hurd's Stationery,

Winter

Land

Entries January

28,

"VENISON AND FROG LEGS"
Jose F, Gallegos, Wagon Mound, 167.25
And everything else good to eat can t.e acres, San Miguel county.
found at the
Lands Sold January 30, Felipe Baca,
Santa: Rasa, 12.50 acres,' - Guadalupe
Go to Cluxton Bros, for a pure Texas county; L'iberato C. Baca, Santa Rosa,
19.84 acres; Guadalupe county; Estefax
Havana oigar. West side plaza.
na Rael do Baca, Santa Roea','- 13.20
Keno at the Oxford Club. Free roll acres, Guadalupe county,
every evenilng at 7 o'clock.
Bon-To-

SPECIAL RATES by the Week or Month for Table Board, With or without
SOUTHEAST COB. PIAZA
Room,
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Cruces.

Judge John R. McFie left this forenoon for St. Louis. He will return in
about two weeks. ,
Major Ernest Meyers, an Albuquerque
business man, arrived in the capital yesafternoon on a business trip.
terday
'
II. B. Holt, Esq.a popular attorney
of Las Cruces, Is in the city to view the
legislative proceedings from a near.
J. S. Mahoney and R. U. Clarke,
residents of Deining arrived on
the noon train to pay the legislature a
visit.
Governor Otero Is not yet able to be at
his office but expects confidently to have
fully recovered from his illness by the
end of the week.
W. G. Sargent of El Rlto, ex collector
and a prominent merchant of Rio Arriba
county, is in the capital today - chatting
with legislators and other friends.
District Attorney R. P. Barnes of Silof the legislature,
ver City, an
is in the city and visited the halls of
legislation today where he was heartily
greeted.
Mrs. Cristoval Sanchez of Mora is In
the capital with her husband, the Hon.
Cristoval Sanchez who represents Mora
county so ably in the lower houso of the
legislative assembly.
Mr. and Mrs. It. B. Thomas and
daughter of Cerrillos are visitors in the
city. Mr. Thomas Is the managor of the
smelter at Cerrillos which at present Is
being greatly improved and having a
copper stack added to it.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Jack of Silver
Mr.
City arrived yesterday afternoon.
Jack is the president of the cattle sanitary board and came to attend a meeting of the board. Mrs. Jack is a lady of
many accomplishments and graces and
has many friends In Santa Fe.
Hon. Emiliano Gutierrez was at Albuquerque on Sunday where with Mrs.
Gutierrez, he attended the baptism of
Aurella, the Infant daughter of Dr.
Osuna, acting as godfather and godmother, thus cementing still more (irmly
the ties that unite the two families.
N. A. Rose, attorney at law, who recently settled at Cerrillos and who is
working himself into quite a practice, is in the city on business. He finds
that In order to become acquainted he
will have "to" carry a card in the New
Mexican, and this will appear tomorrow.
Fermln Lopez, a well known citizen
of Tierra Amarllla and of course a subscriber to SI Nuevo Mexicano, is in the
city on business.
Mrs. C. V. Saftord, of Aztec, arrived
on the narrow gauge train last evening
to visit her husband, Probate Clerk
Safford, who Is the efficient assistant
chief clerk of the house.
Miss Olive Pendleton, the bright
daughter of Representative Granville
Pendleton, of Aztec, San Juan county,
was among the arrivals last evening,
and will remain some time an interested spectator of the sessions of the
in whose deliberations her father is taking a prominent part.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Akin, of Springfield, 111. ; Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Aken, Mrs.
J. Fred Wilcox anld Miss Wilcox, of
Joliet, 111., are tourists who arrived In
Santa Fe just In time to see Santa Fe
weather cut up some naughty capers.
!G. W. Bowen, irepresentdmg
the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company in a confidential capacity, returned last evening from a trip to .Denver.
Hon. B. S. Rodey, the delegate elect
to congress of New Mexico, is In the
city
mingling with legislators
and others.
John D. W. Veeder, Esq., of Las Vegas, is In the city on legal business.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Fox, and little son, of El Paso, are in the city. They
are returning from Denver, where Mrs.
Fox has1 spent the past season at the
residence of her father, Mr. M. P. Pels,
well remembered in New Mexico as
manager of the Maxwell land grant for
many years. Mr. Fpx is naw In charge
of a very expensive and prosperous
business in Capitan, Lincoln county.
Mrs. Fox is a very handsome,, accomplished and (bright young woman. Both
Mr. and Mrs. Fox possess many warm
friends
throughout the northern
part of the territory, having resided
for some years in Raton before removing to El Paso.
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ROSWELL. NEW MEXICO.

n

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO ESTABLISHED
AMD SUPPORTED BT THE TERRITORY.
Six Teachers (Men), and Matron.
New Buildings, all furnishings and equipments
steam-heate-

baths,

d,

modern and complete;
all conveniences.

water-work- s,

Tuition, board, and laundry, $900 per session.

Session is three terms, thirteen weeks each. Roswell i a noted health
excellent people.
resort, 3,700 feet above sea level;
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton, J. C. Lea,
of Roswell, and J. O.Cameron, of Eddy. For particulars address

Col. Jas. 6. Meadors,
Superintendent

Stenographers, do you know

?

That by using a
NEW MODE

Remington

Eli-gi- o

re

to-d- ay

un-

Miss A. Mugler.

ss

;

Typewriter
you can do the greatest amount of work
with the least labor.
ONCE USED ALWAYS PREFERRED.
WYCKOFF, SEAMANS & BENEDICT,

1645 Champa

Street, Denver,

MINING BLANKS. IN CONFORMITY
TO THE UNITED STATES AND
TERRITORIAL LAWS.
Amended location notice.
Agreement of publisher.
Proof of labor.
Lode mining location.
Placer mining location.
Title bond to mining property.
Title Bond and Lease of Mining Property.
Mining deed.
Mining lease.
Coal declaratory statement.
Notice of right to water.
Forfeiture notices or publishing out
notice.
STOCK BLANKS, CONFORM TO THE
REGULATION ESTABLISHED
BT CATTLE SANITARY
BOARD.
Bill of sale, animals not bearing vendor's recorded brand.
Bill of sale, animals bearing vendor's
recorded brand.
Bill of sale, range delivery.
Certificate of brand.
Authority to gather, drive and handle
' animals
bearing owner's recorded
'
brand.
JUSTIUB OF THE PEACE BLANKS.
Auto de arresto.
Auto de prison.
Appeal bond.
Appeal bond, criminal.
Appearance bond.
Bond to keep the peace.
Declaration Jurad.
Fianza para guardar la paz.
Forcible entry and detainer, summons.
Bond replevin.
Replevin writ.
Replevin affidavit.
Peace proceedings, complaint.
-

Warrant.

Commitment, J. P.
Attachment affidavit.
Attachment bond.

Attachment writ.

Attachment, summons as garnishee.
Justices' summons.

THE LEADING DRUG HOUSE OF SANTA FE.

--

Colo.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Bond for deed.

Bond, general form.
Bond of indemnity.
Execution.
'
Search warrant.
Notary's record.
Promissory notes.
Certificate of marriage.
Official bond.
Letters of guardianship.
Execution, forcible entry and detainer
Subpoena.
Capias complaint,
Administrator's bond and oath.
Declaration in assumpsit.
Declaration in assumpsit on note.
Sheriff's sale.
Satisfaction of mortgage.
';
Assignment of mortgage.
' '
Application for license.
Lease.
...
Bargain and Sale Deed.
Lease on personal property.
Apppllcation for license, game and
gaming table.
Chattel mortgage.
Power of attorney.
Acknowledgment.
Mortgage deeds.
Option,
Notice of protest.
Notaries' notice of publication.
Guardian's bond and oath.
Warranty deeds.
Quit claim deeds.
Sheriff's flexible cover pocket docket
Receipt books.
Laws of N. M. English and Spanish.
N. M. Supreme Court Reports.
Fattlson's Forms of Pleadings and

Practice.

Documento garantlsado extensa forma,
Documento de hlpoteca,
Hlpoteca de bienes muebles.
SPANISH BLANKS.
Contrato de partldo.
Notas obllgaciones.
Escrltura de Renunclon.
Documento Garantlsado,

Our blanks can also be bought of S. E. Newcomer,
Albuquerque; J. Ross Forsythe, Cerrillos; Aragon
Bros., Alamogordo.

PRICES MADE KNOWN ON APPLICATION.

IRELAND'S PHARMACY
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
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years,
degrees; prevailing direction of the wind, from the
north; total movement of the wind,
4,765 mMes; maximum velocity of the
miles an hour, from
wind, twenty-si- x
the northwest, on January 26; total
precipitation, 1.30 Inches; number of
days with .01 inch or more of precipitation, 6; average precipitation in Janu
years, .60 inches;
ary for twenty-eignumber of clear days, 19; partly cloudy
days, 8; cloudy days, 4; mean relative
humidity, 54 degrees; mean maximum
temperature, 40.5 degrees; mean minimum temperature, 21.6 degrees.
twenty-elig-

POLYNICE OIL

Bon-To-
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Spring And Bummer Suiting!.
J. A. Muralter, the plaza tailor, has
Grant Bill Not Signed.
two received a full Hoe of spring and sum- Albnqnerque
Albuquerque land grantblll failed
and mer samples. Suits that fit, are fashlon- - to The
be approved by the president owing
etc. i able and wear, at lowest prices.
to a faulty clause. Delegate Perea has
San
reconstructed It, but it must now pass
both houses again, and tt can scarcely
Legislative Pointers.
Your chance at hand to
(Continued from First Page.)
get through this session.
or
handsome
hat
a
buy
Hon. W. H. Jack and wife, of Silver
bonnet at and below
City; the Misses Springer, of Las VeLetter heads, note heads, envelopes,
cost must be sold to
gas;
Mcintosh, of bill heads, statements, etc., in best posmake room for spring
Chillli, and Mlaj. Ernest Meyers, of Al- sible
and at lowest possible prices
stock.
Cures Rheumatism, Sciatica, buquerque; also, B. A. Sleyster, of Al- at thestyle
New Mexican printing office.
buquerque, and J, G. Sargent, of El Call, see
of first-clawork
were visitors In the council cham- end leave samplesorder.
Lumbago, Neuralgia, Dyspep Rito,
your
ber this .morning.
Southeast Corner Plaza sia, Paralysis and All InflamThe house- - committee' on Judiciary
has prepared a substitute for house bill
The latest faces of types for letter
Diseases.
matory
No. 10, by Mr. Gutierrez, which Is simiheads, c&rcular envelopes, and the like
"MEXICAN SORTS."
at the New Mexican printing office. Get
For Sale by J. A. OILMOR, General lar to council bill No. 15, by
and which authorizes counties to your Work done at that office and have
Posole, Temole, Tamales, Chile Con
Residence
of
Pedro
at
Delgado,
Agent,
sell their refunding ponds at 95rper cent It done well, quickly and at lowest posCarnl, Chile Verde, Frijoles, Menndo,
of their face value.-- - .
sible prices.
Chicharones, at the
Esq., Santa Fe, N. M.
Banch For Sale.
About 180 acres at Los Luceros,
der ditch with plenty of water,
story house, out houses corral
stables, 3,000 fruit trees in orchard
A bargain, also a business house on
Francisco St. Apply at this office.

o

The following is the summary of the
weather statistics at Santa Fe for the
month of January just past: Mean
temperature, 31 degrees; highest temperature, 51, on January 21; lowest temperature, 2 degrees, on January 2;
greatest daily range of temperature, 26
degrees, on January 4; least daily range
of temperature, 6 degrees, on January
29; mean temperature of the month for

Co.,

Proprietor.

Santa Fe

The Month was Warmer than the Average,
and Had an Excess of Precipitation- -

in
H6n. W. R. Ascarate returned this
which a man lies in a hypnotic trance,
is a catchy advertisement that greets the noon from a trip to his home at Las

of

TERRITORIAL FUNDS.
Territorial Treasurer J. II. Vaughn
today received $185.12, being interest on
deposits of territorial funds.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
The Cattle Sanitary Board of the territory met yesterday afternoon, and
again this afternoon to draft proposed
legislation in the Interests of the live
J. II. MeMANIGAI., Practical Kmbaliue
The
stock industry in the territory.
members in attendance were W. H.
Jack, president; Hon. James F. Hinkle,
Col. E., G. Austin and Hon. Malaquias
Martinez. Capt. J. A. La Rue, the secSan Francisco Street.
Telephone 112.
retary of the hoard, is also here attending the meetings.
LAND OFFICE BUSINESS.
The following business was transactAgent for Silver King Whisky.
ed at the federal land office In this city
Lost Brown alligator pocket-boofor the week ending January 30:
at
containing over $5. If found leave
Homestead 'Entrlest January 24, San
New Mexican.
tiago Gurule, Watrous, 160 acres, San
J. E. LACOME,
Law Stenographer, Attorney, Notary Miguel
county; January 25 Fred J.
Public.
Van Moll, Gallup, 160 acres, Valencia
E.
SIDEBOTTOM.
EARL
county; January 26 Matlas Duran SanAt Solicitor General's Office, Capitol chez, Watrous, 160 acresi, San Miguel
TABLES.
POOL AND BILLIARD
Building.
county; Dolores V. Valdez, Springer,
Green River,
160 acres, Colfax county; Tomas Valdez,
The OXFORD CLUB . KEEPS: WhNkies Old Homestead,
C.
N.
DR.
LORD,
and
Parker Hys. Famous Silver King, Irish
Volunteer, Elevation-1870Dentist.
Springer, 157.30 acres, Colfax county;
Peach and Apple. Table Wmes.
Scotch. ISrandies-Apri- cot,
Over Ire'a::.l's Emrllo Valdez, Springer, 159.85 acres,
Gas administered.
Lemps, Dog HeadBlue Ribbon, Bavarian; On Dranght-Tiv- oli,
Colfax county; January .28 Jose Miguel
drug store.
i,ort.nri Aln nrl Porter. Misce anoous Tom ana jerry, vigmMaestas, Pintada, 160 acres, Guadalupe
and cold, Olives, Cherries, Trilby Cock- al Beef Tea, Clam Juice-ho- t
Tomas
Morotamo1,
Wagon
"QUAIL, LOBSTER AND GROUSE" county;
tails, Egg Flips, etc.
Make their headquarters at the Bon- - Mound, 160 acres, Mora county; Pablo
160
Duran, Wagon Mound,
Ton these fine Italian days.
acre, Mora
New
county; Jose Leon Rcmiero, Wagon
who
A.
wlitlh
L.
Mm
Insure
Harvey,
Utfound, 160 acres1, Mora- county; Jose
represents the Equitable Life, the Pa Ignac'ta Herrera, Springer, 160 acres,
cific Mutual Aooidnt, and the largest Colfax cqunty;
January 30 Manuel
and safest fire Insurance companies In
Puerto de Luna; 160 acres, Guadathe world. Oatwon Mock, Sanitia Fe., New lupe county; Oharle Muller, Bland, 160
Mexico.
acres, San Miguel county; Jose Jesus
PLOTEAUX & CO.
Sanchez, Santa Rosa,' 160 acres, GuadaFor the best nlckle cigar In the world lupe county; Felipe Baca, Santa, Rosa,
go to Cluxton Bros. made only of pure 172.50 acresi, Guadalupe county; Gabriel
Just Reopened with a Fine Stock of Liquors,
Texas Havana tobacco. Patronize home Pad'Hla, Rlbera, 149.75 acres, San MiWines and Cigars.
guel county; Liiberato C. Baca, Santa
industry.
Beer.
Lemp's
Rosa, 179.84 acres, Guadalupe county;
In
Stock.
Very Best Kept
Only
Estefana Rael de Baca, Santa Rosa,
"MOUNTAIT TROUT?"
Well, well, what dt you think of that? 173.20 acres, Guadalupe county.
POOL AND BILLIARD TABLES.
Final Entriest-Janna- ry
28,
Elena
Call at the
Santa Rosa1, 160 acres, Guadao
c
x
e
l
Chacon;
i
.
.
.
.
..
Try the Lone Star Stogie at CluxUn lupe county; Jose L. Griego, Puerto de
Bros.
Luna, 160 acres, Guadalupe county.

Embalmer and

JANUARY WEATHER.
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MAIL ORDERS SOLICTED

Choicest Brands Cigars,
Toilet Articles and Perfumes
Full Line Leather Goods

